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nrr\1Pt'T introduces, and aernOltlstlraH~S "",,,,,,LUVL to 

V"'U'I".'"' the nature of industrial production. of Concurrent tn,gmeerm 

as a production process ideal is part by some of these assembly 

the project stems from a course on for Manufacture and 

which the author of this 1999. From there, a lot of 

area of assembly The understanding of 

TI''',,:.,''''''' conveyed in this document is information. 

of the development of IS of the 

a Technology Centre at Cape Town, and 

s increasing association industry. This ~U~'V~L~"'VU 

at the Gabriel shock J:lh':nrlhpr factory to approach the 

with a production problem associated with assembly process. The nature of 

was such that it was ideal for ..... v ........ "' •• uv study. 

been shaped to 

at Gabriel 

result has been an 

of assembly technologies while 

solution to their production 

that is 

yV, ..... J ....... , and the development of a new assemibl facility at Gabriel that ",uv,.uu. 

ntpor<ltprl into their production nrr.""",." 

presented here represents a 

programme at the 

following courses 

2001. 

credits). As part of the 

Town the author has also 

an additional 21 credits: 
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to Elements (AMU502Z); t:,n!~me:erulg Software Design 

Development (AMU504Z); 

(MEC544Z); Mechanical JWUl';'H"''''l 

Technology 

Project (MEC551Z). 

Design 

The author also took in an internship programme (a joint effort the 

University of Town and Cummins Engine Company). the six-month 

period 0911999 and 03/2000 author interned as a Project at 

Sytech, a division Company. the author 

became familiar with aspects of including fluid controls, 

electrical controls, electrical panel layouts, fluid schematic drawings, 

electrical schematic drawings, customer communications, pricing negotiation, project 

and system He attended formal 

courses on "'-'UFo""'" ....... LHU ..... ..... U5 .. "'" P,ertiOfI1rlarlCe and 

for Manufacture and Assembly. The author managed a of projects 

... " ......... u,!'; the manufacture of 

included some Value cnglIllt::t::lrmjb!.) and the 

modules. 

The on .... ,... .. also ort::senleu two papers the 

introduction to Concurrent as 

South African Industry, was presented at 

Smart Oil consumption cart (which 

UlHIU'l'':> Mid-range fuel 

2000. The An 

most effective tool for growth in 

M3 at the Cape 

The second one, titled Developing Flexible Manufacturing and Concurrent 

the South African Manufacturing Industry, was presented at the 1 st 

annual conference the Rapid Product Development Association South Africa 

(RAPDASA) at CSIR (council of Scientific Industrial.l",-"")"'(U 
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Introduction 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Industrial production system. basic outline of a production 

the realisation a need; the design a product to fulfil 

the ... ", .. y .. ",,", 

product; 

1.1. 

of the conlponenxs 

followed by 

the product 

of the 

subsequent 

IS 

Figure 1.1: shows the now in a basic production 

on which is to production 

and production industry. all references to in this 

only to assembly. 

Assembly the of or subsystems to 

Many products assembly. products have hundreds 

components, and consequently complex assembly Others 

few parts therefore require more simple assembly 

1.1 role of assembly production systems 

of the 

the 

a 

When a is an amalgamation of a number of parts (not just a single entity), the 

assembly .... 1"r' ... "'"'''' is required. A product is broken into cornO()nents for 

reasons: 

1. 

...... "' .... ', ..... "'." relative motion 

products a number of parts. 

or parts of i n"'r?>'''It physical "''rl'.",?>.'f1 thus 
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requmng These '1""'1"11111,,,,",,,,,.,,1",, nec(~SSltalte U.,'''''''lUVL y in the 

production ...... 1".""".,,, 

product of components 

economical to A design 

it is economical to do so, even when 

assembly. The maintainability of a 

components 

Isolating 

are parts 

allows the rest 

3. Social factors can also be a determining 

can necessitate assembled products. 

Assembly can to 50% of the 

production cost [1]. statistics lllUlvaL" 

1.2 is a illustration ofthese 

2 

can also give to 

Of()OUlctS that are more 

product to be re-used. 

for unit 

to wear. 

Aesthetic considerations in design 

accounts 20% of the unit 

relative importance assembly. 
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TOTAL TIME IN PRODUCTION 

Other production Assembly opel'lltiona 

47% 53% 

sting. joinin 
All other - feeding. 
handling. ~U"'''V'';''.lI1. 
adjustment, inSDeCli'~n 

50"/0 
TOTAL UNIT PRODUCTION COST 

Materials llnd other production Assembly 

20% 80% 

Intermediate 
assembly 

12% 24% 

Final assembly 

24% 

1.2: Charts "hl,w"n .. the percentage resources, in 

the assembly process. 

Source: Industrial Assembly [1]. 

on understanding the 

opportunities that from 

process 

is on the 

Introduction 

VU'''''''VIl time and dedicated to 

potential cost saving 

While and 

or()ce:ss(~s are understood, knowledge assembly nrc,ce!~s is 

still limited. Evidence this can be seen the dearth modelling that exist to 

.;HU.UUU..v and predict Such knowledge 

assembly 

costly to 

Improve ......,.'v ... .., 

may not competitive 

3 

help create an understanding 

is important 

marketplace. 

products are 
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1.2 

v",",,,,,,,,.vu industry is a one. The need for a competitive advantage to 

ensure boosts development ,,,'Vu.,.,en,,,;;,"'" and The 

new technologies that are developed as a result of this process can change way 

future products are developed. The assembly this l"Pcnp,~t To 

fully this, one only to mass production 

lines early the twentieth of the 

development the ___ ru'U-.. (Selective Compliance Robotic Assembly) 

robot on electronic assembly. 

Figure 1.3: A SCARA robot. 

Source: Fundamentals of Modern Manufacturing 110]. 

assembly on concepts such as product and 

SVSleIIlS for assembly and planning. This document highlights 

4 
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Introduction 

some developments the area assembly and demonstrates application. 

Specifically changes in product design and assembly are investigated. 

Of particular interest is the 

of products. Today there is a 

of modem assembly technology on the development 

emphasis ever before on an integrated 

This is the of Concurrent 

being mour 

today would have different characteristics, had developed using modem 

techniques. This is done a case study, details of which are presented the 

next chapter. A product manufactured IS and the 

with the original product to demonstrate the improvements in the product. 

The also how modem technology can of 

to solve practical difficulties assembly processes using same product 

as in the case study briefly described above. 

1.3 Thesis outline 

1.3.1 

1. "'H"'l1!","" in assembly strategy and technology on 

product design and assemlbl 

2. To strategy technology can be used to solve 

assembly LIn)'...,."" .. .., 

1.3.2 

The layout of the to reader through the "TT,,"""'" of 

taken to meet objectives outlined above. rp,,'p~l~('h and the approach 

introductory chapter Ch,:tDtc~r 1) aims to orientate the as to the nature of 

project and subject matter. 2 the case study and the product 

5 
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Introduction 

that is subject of this project. Chapter 3 introduces fundamentals 

assembly Chapter 4 highlights the areas modern ~~~',",""V' theory 

are project. The next two chapters deal with the main objectives of 

the project: The of modern assembly theory on product nnl'l1Plrn is 

qiscussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 deals with the problem modern assembly 

to 

ch~lOt(~r 7, along 

practical assembly problems. Some conclusions are posed 

a view to the 

1.3 Proiect limitations and constraints 

1. major limiting is the involves a product that has been 

designed IS production. As such it is not possible to disrupt production 

..... ,.".,,..,,,,"',, in way. 

No product changes can be 

3. The solution relies on author's 

and the 

company. 

ability to access 

practice. 

na(:rst;anamg of and products, 

on production at the 

6 
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Compression head case 

2 COMPRESSION HEAD VALVE CASE STUDY 

compression head valve is a component in a motor vehicle shock absorber. The 

of Gabriel Shock Absorbers approached the University 

correct some .. u'-LAV'." they were 'Vu.vUJ,.:.lll 

of compression head valve, which they produced. 

Cape Town to help 

production of certain 

difficulties had in an undesirably slower pace the assembly compressIon 

some of their shock absorber assembly (these 

'"'vvuvu 2.4). situation at Gabriel S.A. 

project was process at Gabriel 

a thesis project such as this one for a number of reasons: 

1. component involve has a assembly This meant basic 

assembly tasks and characteristics were easy to isolate and '-'A<UUJ,U'-', 

2. nature the ,",U.LLV'~""~'" S.A. with the ",",,",'''A .. ,e,,. of 

head valve is such they are not severe enough to pose a 

substantial threat to their overall production. such IS for an 

11Hj,,,,",,, .. ,,.,,, solution. This allows for opportunity to use the case study as an 

academic project. The nature of the 

distinguishable. 

2.1 The compression head valve 

component 

is clear and easily 

! shock absorber 

In to fully llnn""'1"1 context of the assembly ""U..U"'''H''~'' are Gabriel 

is important to understand the function of the 

absorber. 

" .... ..,.~u head valve in the 

absorbers part of the suspension system of a 

primarily is to ensure good vehicle holding characteristics. It does this 

7 

it 
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Compression head valve case study 

by dampening out the shock loads the vehicle experiences due to unlevelled roads. 

One type of shock absorber consists of two cylinders, one inside the other. These are 

called twin tube shock absorbers. Transferring a fluid from one cylinder to the other 

through spring-loaded valves dampens shock loads. One such valve is the 

compression head valve. It is positioned at the interface between the two cylinders. 

The valve acts as a restriction to the flow offluid from one cylinder to the other. The 

nature of this restriction primarily dictates the damping characteristics of the shock 

absorber. 

Figure 2.1: A section through a Gabriel twin-tube shock absorber. 

Source: Gabriel suspension guide 121). 

Gabriel manufactures a variety of shock absorbers that require a compression head 

valve. The company has switched to a compression head valve that relies on the 

stiffuess of thin discs for their valving characteristics, rather than conventional 

springs. The reason for this is that these discs are simpler to manufacture, and easier 

8 
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to assemble. method ofvalving also for greater flexibility in valving 

characteristics from various disc combinations. The cost producing the 

flat disc is ('r'l1Y1'1"1!:1'1'!:Ih less than the cost winding springs. Gabriel's production 

target for disc COlllores:siom head valves is one thousand a day. The 

head valve is the 1el1lCelt0r1tn when the COI1l0reS:Slo;n of this project. 

type of valve that is 

is attached as 

is referred 

functioning 

2.2 Compression head valve parts 

The variety of 

absorbers with 

by 

production strategy 

"' ....... fJ" .. F, characteristics. 

W.U\ .. Ill.""""'''' and number 

.. ""f',"' .... ~,rI to. The 

their functions 

that they produce shock 

changes can 

the compression 

An understanding 

composed, and how 

various parts of which compression head 

contribute to function is important, as it 

the context around which assembly system must 

9 

IS 
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2.2.1 

Figure 2.2: Sectioned assembly 

drawing 

of the compression head valve .• Source: Gabriel S.A. 

The compression head valve is composed 8 parts. These include a a rivet 

".aUA"", a called compression head, 4 different disc types 

2.2). These discs are all less than O.3mm in thickness. The characteristics of 

are discussed below l
, 

I The con,rm!ssi;)n head valve is oriented such that the order of components - from top to bottom is the retainer, the spring, the 

replenishing valve, the restriction disc, the compression head, the orifice disc, the compression discs, and the rivet. In this 

document, most of the components are referred to, relative 10 the of the compression head. Thus the rivet, and the 

orifice and compression discs are below the compression head, while everything else is above it. 
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Different of are on either side the compression head. set 

of discs on top of the compression head are to restrict flow of shock absorber 

fluid outer cylinder to cylinder (This occurs during extension 

or rebound), while the ones on the bottom work flows in the 

opposite direction (as would occur during compression stroke). Variations in the 

characteristics of the discs are typically in the form of a change in or a 

change in the number holes in the disc. diameter of most of the discs does not 

vary differently configured compression head valves. However some compression 

head valves are smaller than others (the size is determined by the size the 

cornpreSSlon head). head with the smallest reqUire 

some smaller than UVA .. A",,,. 

III 

II 

.. ""1"<>1"'< .... The retainer and rivet form 
..::.==-::...!;;..:...:::;.::....=:::;~==::=.. 

the topmost and bottommost part of the assembly 

respectively. They function as the fastener on the 

assembly, and are standard to all compression head valves of this type. IS 

no fastener variation. 

is responsible 

keeping the in contact, preventing leaks hpt\xl""~'n 

components. It aids replenishing valve in metering fluid 

flow while the shock absorber is on the rebound. spring, like 

the fasteners, is a standard part. 

II This the 

flow of shock absorber from the outer to the 

inner cylinder. Most of the compression head 00 
valves a !JAVAU"' .... "!". valve is 28mm in 

dlame:ter however smaller ones have a replenishing which is 

25mm in diameter. No other variation is applicable to this component. 

11 
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Compression valve case study 

II The disc 

o 

II 

has a diameter of 1 This is 

standard all compression head 

including the smallest ones. 

disc cm:;unnterentIal holes fluid must flow through 

'during compression the inner outer cylinder). 

restriction a negligible effect on the flow at low velocities, 

resistance flow of at high velocity. It is thus to 

damp out sudden .. u",,,,,,,, .... , ......... 1"> on the suspension a vehicle. IS 

adjusted by varying restriction 

sintered piece is the largest component of the 

housing 

around which the 

built. The the 

restriction valve aU locate on top of the compression 

below There are different from 

smallest requires a number of sized 

other components 

to 29.2mm. 

II This disc has 

small in the of it. At 

low velocities, fluid flows 

these orifices. 

velocity increases, 

resistance offered to the flow 

becomes too for fluid to flow through. amount resistance 

disc offers depends on its number circumferential slots. smaller 

orifice disc is for the smallest type compression head valve. It is 

16.5mrn diameter. All other compression head valves have an orifice disc with 

a 21mm diameter. 

12 
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Compression head valve case study 

~~==+=====~~. These are a UY'.ulJ',,< discs, located below the orifice 

as six 

can be o 
.. "''''.",... .... ,,,''' to the fluid 

C""'i-,,,,'''' of the compression 

the discs are aelrOflmea 

compression discs act 

on the stiffness of the 

to their higher combined "nu . .I.",",':>':>, 

( 

n"'~''''nt thicknesses of O.15mm, O.2mm and O.3mm thick) 

can be chosen from, "''''AlP'UP'' COlmoreS:Slc,n head valve can only use one 

","H"A'-.... ,"",,,, of disc for part "",,..1" .. ,,, 

valve compression discs are l-. ... /ullu 

smallest size compression 

diameter. All other COlmo,res 

valves have discs that are 19mm 

components of the compression head functioning together, produce a 

damping characteristic. By from the various components 

the damping characteristics can be adjusted to any desired 

compression head ..:..=;;..;;...;;;;. =;;...;;;.;;.;;;;..;;;.;;;.,.r.. 

the compression head .....,,, . ...,u,, ........ , ... manually. Two assembly 

process, each with a COlnpreSSlon machine for the 

operation, and an assembly 

machine. This is because 

"'."".,,"' .... upside down, the orifice 

is done on 

the compression head is 

,,",V':HIJ',,",""'\J'U discs placed on it a 

unit, and can be transported as a piece. This is not true 

..., ... " .. "','-'u ..... ,.., on top of the compression as they are unsupported by the 
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the compression head. Therefore, they are :free to slide off during transporting. The 

rivet is placed in the upper jaw of the machine. When the assembly has been placed 

into the machine, the assembly worker activates the machine, which lowers the rivet 

to fasten the parts together. The details of this process are discussed below. 

Figure 2.3: The compression head valve assembly cell 

2.3.1 The existing assembly process 

The assembly workers have found that the most effective method for assembling the 

compression head valve is by having an initial subassembly of the compression head 

and the discs below it (the orifice and compression discs) in the assembly, and then 

joining everything together on the riveting machine. The subassembly is done away 

from the machine on a palette. This is shown in Figure 2.4. 

14 
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Compression head valve case study 

Figure 2.4: The subassembly palette. Thirty subassemblies can be done at a time on these 

palettes. 

The subassembly palette has ten pegs, each long enough to hold three compression 

heads. The assembly operator assembles all thirty subassemblies, before continuing 

with the overall assembly. This is important since the assembly operator avoids 

confusion by assembling only one configuration of discs (recall that the valving 

characteristics are determined by the disc configuration). This means that there is a 

minimum batch size of thirty for each configuration, thus there is a limit on the 

flexibility ofthe current assembly system. The subassembly takes roughly half of the 

total assembly time. 

The other parts of the compression head valve are assembled in the riveting machine 

as shown in the figure below: 

15 
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Compression valve case 

Retainer + 

valve + 

Restriction 

Compression 

head subassembly 

2.5: The Compression head valve assembly steps. The compression head subassembly is 

composed of the compression head, the compression discs and the orifice disc. 

2.4 Compression head valve assembly difficulties 

To meet current production levels with present number of assembly 

and stations requires assembly workers to work 

production demands on compreSSIOn valve assembly stations is to 

increase as Gabriel plans to double production in 2001. As such, something must be 

done to increase the of compression assembly In 

most manner. The at Gabriel S.A. believe the cost of 

assembly aids the form of automation) for current number of 

assembly would be more cost effective than employing additional 

workers to meet production. Part of re~sonmg behind this it that the current 

valve process has a number of characteristics that make it 

to keep up a high productivity over the course of a full day. Simply 

employing additional staff not solve such productivity "' ........ '"'.," 

at Gabriel require a solution that 

difficulties. an initial to formulating a solution, the compression valve 

and assembly process were examined to or nrc~ce!)s 
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Compression head valve case study 

2.4.1 

It is important to note that the compression valve was designed to its 

function as 

respect it is 

for .... "'.,''"'''" .. " 

as to satisfy a number 

The 

nothing away from 

criteria (e. g. "'''''''' .... ,'' .. In this 

...... "'r1n'~T could have Y ..... " .. );:,11 ..... U better 

The area that causes most ofthe difficulty is the handling of the parts. are 

so thin that are difficult to pick up, difficult to separate (If disc is 

O.1mm lOOmm high a thousand discs). that the correct 

numbers a significant amount of time. In 

function that is to Tangled 

to untangle, down the these 

are all manual operating problems, to the manual assembly It would 

the assembly process would be changed to an one to resolve 

""""JAM •• "' .... for these However the compression head valve has not 

automated assembly. While the product does have a single 

no on which the other parts, 

assembly, there is 

on top of the 

fastening op~~ratlo]n. 

2.4.2 

The process is such that it is quicker to assemble compression head 

a subassembly subassembly is away from the riveting 

worker is busy the subassembly 

a"'''', ..... ~H,IJ~:J process the uu .. ,""' .. u.""' ",,,,u,,, .. ,,,',, IS ~..,u ... .., ... 'u to zero. The only to 

avoid this is to include a worker. since it 

mean that compreSSIOn valve assembly two workers one. 

17 
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Compression head valve case study 

The manner in which the 

assembly process. 

Ub~lsSlembl) IS nrf'';:P1nt done limits the flexibility of 

These problems are not severe "' .. " ........ 

effect on the cost of producing a 

problems would ease 

productivity . 

but they have a significant 

Any feasible solution to 

and improve 

Compression .:.::...:.=....;...;;..;;.;...;"",,;;. =;.";;;,,,,;;,;;,;;,,;,,;;,,;; ..... productivity 

productivity of the current assembly 

on the flexibility of what would 

The difficulties associated with the handling 

components produced. This can happen when two 

other are mistaken for a single disc. This mistake can 

shock absorber has been completely ",,,,,",',",UJ'V",,,", 

deal more labour time than the time taken to ,,, .. ","' ..... h 

addition to the time the assembly oplerator can waste 

in part by the limit it 

flexible process. 

quality of the 

adhered to each 

the 

costs a great 

valve. In 

the correct 

of are used, the can "' ..... ,';;Ou,'f'> ... 'u. ... , HV"'" time wasted in 

The compression 

...,VlllIlJ'l ........... This duration account 

subassembly2. The engineers at 

compression head valve assembly process 

...,u, .. ..., .... u significantly. 

five 

on the 

that assembly 

2 It was difficult to permission to conduct an independent study ofthe assembly process to a 

more exact idea of the time taken because the assembly operators are very sensitive about time studies 

being conducted. This figure comes from an estimate based on a and the hours taken 

to meet that for the day. The figure was also discussed with the team leader who found it to be a 

reasonable estimate. 
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3 THE ASSEMBLY PROCESS 

3.1 Factor !.!.!.o:!.~~~ ==;;;;..;;;...0. 
u\;;\;;at.l;)\;; assembly is one of the 

production orocesses 

processes of production, it is largely dependent 

it. most important these are 

by 

process 

manufacturing process is concerned with geometry material required for a 

part. assembly is involved only with relationship between of 

parts of a product. features are a result 

are based on tolerances, by 

design of means that determination of the cost of the assembly 

process is shared between the .... "".,.!';,". manufacture assembly engineers. 

has cost of a product 

committed to during the ,..o<".rrn phase of production [3]. 

70% and 80%) are 

is largely to the 

that the decides product. 

from being aspects process, assembly is 

dependent on a number external The key t-"'''1~''' .. " are below: 

3.1.1 

industrial context is any source overhead that can be during 

production. is typically seen in terms of capital, labour, materials machinery. 

L ....... 'JV .. u'"',-." influence set up of the organisation. made on 

methods, including take resource <OUJ.' ..... HHq into account. 
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Capital 

Machinery 

Manufacturing 

process 

assembly process 

Desired 

product 

Figure 3.1: Resource requirements for product manufacture . 

.L.I"lJv .... and machinery are associated with 

more 

maturity local Ul ........ .:l ... 

easier it is to find 

In 

labour, terms, 

and based on cutting-edge L,",vHH'''lV capital 

usually specific to the manufacturing organisation source or method of 

U<4' .• "'''''"". H"~"'''.'''''' resources on other depend on the location 

the organisation. 

assembly also up floor in the factory. The cost of this 

IS determined. Space used by an assembly IS a '"''''f.J'HUI 

investment in the As compact are favoured. 

3.1 

The or()ce~ss must ",,,,'t,,,,,'hl ...,Hl...,llL;) of production. like 

production volume, product variation, product complexity must be to 

assembly properties. Decisions taken about the process should 

geared towards a 
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3.2 Basic assembly theory 

The assembly process can be explained in terms of a framework based on the level of 

product information required. The characteristics of the assembly process can be 

based on the batch size of production, on the structure of the final product, or on its 

components. This framework is illustrated in Figure 3.2 below. 

Assembly strategy level _ @ B"'" '" ,_", 

-----------1 j-\ -\---------
~ ~ ~ ~ Assembly structure level Single products 

----------T~~---- ---------
Assembly operations level b ~ ] Product parts 

Figure 3.2: Figure illustrating the hierarchical nature of the levels of an assembly process. 

3.2.1 Assembly strategy 

At this level, decisions made about the assembly process are based on the expected 

volume and rate of production, and the batch sizes for production runs. When 

considering batch sizes, it is customary to speak of small-batch (1-100 units), batch 

(over 100 units) and mass (over 100 000 units) production. The batch size is based on 

the nature of expected customer demand. 
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1. 

The assembly "'1"1"""'''''''' 

aspects of assembly are of the assembly 

VIJI,UUI.UU assembly A .. _H''"'' .... knowledge of the capabilities 

various methods 

by required production rates 

_, .... ".'Uu to the restraints imposed on 

batch sizes. Assembly is typically 

I-'v, • .,.,"' ..... for putting the product Tnr.ATI .. "',. .... ..,.., ... ,,' .... according to what or who is 

assembly can be classified into 

II Human workers pertoflm operations. 

variation is associated 

III 

II 

low production volumes, and a high f1PO,'!'PP 

method. The capital required for 

.. ..,..,' ...... ,,,""_, is nonmally 

but it is labour intensive. 

small-batch production . 

~~~...!±!:!~.!!!:!:!~~~~!!L' The ... ,,'-........ ,'"', .. equipment that perfonms the 

n"'''''1"<>l,lI'U''' in flexible assembly can reprogrammed for a variety of 

products, The variation allows the manufacturer to be flexible to the 

demands of customers. It also means 

adapt to quickly changing market ..... "', ...... ' .. "' •• .., 

batch or medium batch production with 

eC(mOlmlCaJ for all products in that family. 

section 4.3.2. 

manufacturer is able to 

this variance also 

production runs to be 

is given about Flexible 

....1-", .. "', ... that performs the 

has been built 

itt.>"A'r'lt product results in a 

method is high, and is thus best 

for that product. Any change over 

runs with a fixed rate of production . 

The capital investment 

mass production and long 

longevity of the product 

... ~,~_u the capital investment eCC)llOm1C:al1 
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The assembly process 

In most cases machines are faster and more accurate than human assembly workers, 

and work better with heavy components. The human assembly worker is more 

flexible and is able to make decision related to changing work conditions, which 

might lead to faulty production for automated assembly units. All these factors have 

to be considered when selecting an assembly method. The chart labelled Figure 3.3 

shows the strengths and weaknesses of the three methods in various functions. 

Comparision of capabilities: Human, fixed and flexible machines 

speed 

fie x ib ility accuracy 

intelligence 

I~manual ~fixed automation ~flexible automation I 

Figure 3.3:Cbart showing a relative weigbting oftbe capabilities of the three methods of 

assembly in a number of critical areas as selection criteria. 

These capabilities affect the suitability of an assembly method for different types of 

production Usually the method of assembly can be selected once the production 

volume, batch size and product variation is known. Figure 3.4 shows the optimal 

assembly method for the various batch sizes. 
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I 

Tr;ln ~ "'r 
linc 

Flexihle rnanUI;lltlirill~ 
'---+-_..J ~vstcrn (F\IS) -

\"lalluf:ICftlrillg 
~ cll 

The assembly process 

""lb-._--~-t==========---+=;j----' :-;\!-;:C-II-l;l-l'i:-ll-lk' 
I --~I~()------------~---~------~~~~~~~ 

',; I{ '{)() 

Figure 3.4: Figure showing the different manufacturing methods and the optimal application of 

each method. 

Source: Computer-Aided Manufacturing [II). 

Assembly automation typically involves pneumatic devices (where heavy loads are 

handled, hydraulic systems are used instead) or mechanisms (e.g. cams and linkages) 

to carry out assembly operations 

2. The assembly system 

An assembly process has an associated assembly system. This is the configuration of 

the assembly stations, or the logistics of physically realising the desired assembly 

method for a particular product. The choice of equipment must also be considered. 

Typically the important criterion here is the flow of product. The system can be set up 

so that the product flow is down an assembly line or at an assembly cell. The 
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configuration of an assembly line depends on the batch size of the product. Linear 

assembly lines are well suited to mass production. Workstations can also be set up in 

a circular or oblong arrangement. Such set ups are used for smaller batch sizes, or for 

subassembly. 

In-line transfer -, 
, Vc 

~ ~ o r[ 0 0 0 :0 \ 

oooqoo 
(a) \ 

(c) 

(b) 

Figure 3.5: Types of assembly layout. 

Source: Fundamentals of modern manufacturing PO). 

3. Transportation and storage 

This concerns the manner in which the assembly process interfaces with the 

production phases that occur immediately before the assembly process, or 

immediately preceding the assembly process. The method of transporting the part 

being assembled must be considered. Transfer lines or conveyors are economical, and 

thus used wherever possible. Automatically Guided Vehicles (AGV) are used in fully 

automated assembly processes, where heavy components must be transferred, or 

where long distances separate assembly stations. The storage of components can 

affect the ease of assembly. If parts are not carefully racked, sorting or orienting of 

parts might be required at the assembly station. Such operations can waste time and 

can therefore be costly. Figure 3.6 shows an example of the difference transportation 

and storage can make to the assembly process. 
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Figure 3.6: Two examples of storage methods of cylinder head valves. The picture shows the 

problems with the storage method on the right hand side. 

Source: Concurrent design ofproduct and process [2). 

Transfer of the completed assembly, as well as the storage should be such that the 

operator on the final assembly station need perform no additional tasks. Assembly 

that takes place on a palette is desirable in this regard since palettes can double as 

storage racks . 

3.2.2 Assembly structure 

I . Constraints on assembly 

The sequence and the relationship between assembly operations have to be well 

thought out to ensure assembly efficiency. Two types of constraints are involved in 

determining the sequence of assembly. 
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[1 are 

can 

can 

a 

[1 

refers to a number of carried out at the same time the 

extent to which the process can be devided up into The extent of this 

division is the level of the process. 
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The assembly process 

Figure 3.9: Some examples of (from left to right) proximity switches, a optical sensor and a 

pressure switch. 

Source: Festo pneumatic catalogue [20). 

Once the task of the workstation is complete, the product being assembled is passed 

onto the next station via the assembly transport system. 

The tolerance to which parts are made is critical in the assembly operation stage. The 

importance of the tolerances designed into products lies in its influence on the ease of 

assembly. Products designed with tolerances that are tighter that necessary are more 

difficult to assemble. Often this leads to unnecessary rejection of parts during 

assembly. If the tolerances are not tight enough, the quality of production suffers. 

Determining the tolerances for a particular product is a concurrent design issue, 

requiring engineers from all stages of production. 

3.3 The inlportance of the assembly process 

All phases of the production process are important. Assembly can no more be done in 

isolation than can design or manufacture. The nature of production is such that trade

offs between stages are necessary to develop the best product possible. For example, 

making a product easier to assemble might make the parts more costly to 

manufacture. 
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assembly orclce:;s 

3.3.1 

Production efficiency can be seen as a measure ptt,p('tnlP use of production 

resources. The measure is in terms cost spent on a nroicess. 

Assembly not usually cost as much as other of production, and 

typically not take as much time. But processes like manufacture are optimised 

for the particular product, and therefore are minimised relative to the 

requirements product. processes industry however, are not well 

optimised, take more resources than is really necessary for particular product. 

With manufacturing organisations strive increasingly harder for more cost-cutting 

measures assembly is becoming a focus. 

fact that the is not well-understood means there is for 

production. Any insight gained into the nature of the assembly 

the way a product is designed and manufactured, because assembly is 

Computer-Aided assembly could playa role production. 

Already software assembly planning, for aids are 

having marked on industry. In an article in Plastics World, Carl Kirkland 

v .... ,,""'''''' Design for by saying "It saves Ford Motor Co. $700 vehicle 

and reduces manufacturing costs by 30% ... and by using it NCR Corp. will 

save $1.1 million in lifetime labour costs new model 

[which will be assembled] in 75% of the time a previous model with 85% 

" [19]. It is that the for more production through a arp!upr 

understanding of the assembly process is realised. 

3.3 

Manufacturing comprises of technical and "',",'JU'-'HU,,", U\,,~;;:';:'I;;;:' that convert resources 

into for Success is i.e. the 
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the product. International trade restrictions are being reduced. global 

marketplace, in which products manufactured in Hong Kong compete on an equal 

-LV""' .• "'- with products local industry. Competition is 

today by more to their customers, responding than the competition and 

taking advantage cutting-edge technology. Thus products today are more diverse 

than they have been past. example of ~his is the increasing number of 

automotive cat:ef;!;4Dm;'!s available to the customer. Companies are more U,",'-'UA 

to the of customers. has lead to a change of assembly 

Today a lot of money is on flexible assembly systems (F AS). More 

products are manufactured with some degree automation. drive in industry is 

to automation to cater a wider product Some 

products are because to produce parts that are 

to assemble. The role (plastic components are generally 

to produce than components other materials) is testament to this change. The 

need to be more technologically advanced than the competition has fuelled the 

development of new technologies. Products have a shorter shelf as they quickly 

This means that new products must produced quickly. Product 

designs must be to and to so that these I"WC\('P<:: 

take as short a time as possible. 
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Modem assembly Tn",,,,...,,, 

4 MODERN ASSEMBLY THEORY 

Concurrent in industry. 

of simultaneously developing products and production processes. More 

is a quality initiative that aims to give everyone 

a stake the development of a and a understanding the 

multi~disciplinary critical parameters for that product. idea is that this knowledge 

be translated into a higher quality product. For the purposes of this project, modem 

assembly is any assembly or method that is geared towards the ideal 

of a fully integrated production u .... "','.,,~'" through Concurrent Engineering. 

the production that as a result assembly 

research, have impacted on two areas of production 

process itself is better understood today. As a 

particular. The assembly 

IS for 

jJ'lJIU""1~ the process. rationalisation of the assembly ..... r'''''''''''' is a major focal 

point for optimising industrial production. area of impact is the ... "" ..... ...,u 

products, and its impact the production an integrated 

design of products the overall ""'''1£T" "1" .. <.1""",,, can be 0",,,, .. ,,£1 

towards easy assembly. 

4.1 The =~;;;;..;;;.;..; ............ production ~:;...;;:;.;;;.;;;;,;;;. 

The factors discussed in 3.3.3 above are starting to force production industries 

to rethink the way they develop products. One aspect about the conventional process 

of product development process has become glaringly obvious: It the 

various "'1-'",,., .. ,,u,,',,,.,,J .. ",, within the industry, setting objectives specific to 

along product development process, independent of other 

specialisation that might playa later role in the process. This to a 

that suffers a breakdown at the of the specialisations. The 
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mistakes that are made as a result of this affect the quality of the final product. 

is a quality initiative that results from shared information and 

","""'OM""'" within a ____ ,.., .. team composed of members that various 

It allows the breaking down information 

h!'l1''f'1P1rC with from the design to the production _",.,"'_ 

contributing their to of the possible product. In this 

way the responsibility for the development of a product and quality of production 

is shared. problems are more likely to be discovered and corrected early in the 

development before production begins. result is that in Concurrent 

the time-to-production (or development lead time) can be greatly 

'"'u ...... ""' .... as is the overall cost of developing the product In the more 

traditional "'''j::,U'''' "'''''''F,U process, are parcelled out into various 

engineering departments, sometimes conflicting objectives. leads 

to a system in which each department works towards and then on 

project to the next one, in a manner akin to Tnr,"Ul1 it over a wall (The 

departments therefore little or no This is showing in Figure 4, L 
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(a) Product design 

initiation 

The "wall" 

Manufacturing "'n'~ln,""'r'nn 
process planning 

Product 
availability 

F -1 Product launch time, concurrent engineering 

......----- Product launch lime, traditional design/manufacturing cycle --

Time 

4.1: Diagram showing the differences between traditional ";;"i;::I .. ";;"" design (a) and 

concurrent (b). The process in concurrent engineering involves a 

team, and an iterative approach which overlaps the various 

product launch time can be much shorter for a Concurrent 

Source: Fundamentals of Modern Manufacture. 
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Concurrent 

Engineering 

Tnne 

Customer 

needs 

Modem assembly theory 

Design problems/changes 

Conventional 

Testing 

L-D_e_S_ign __________ . ____ ~1 IL_p_ro_d_u_c_t_io_n ________________________ ~ 

Figure 4.2: In Concurrent Engineering design problems are usually discovered early tberefore a 

feasible design is settled on before production begins. Tbe later a design cbange must be made, 

the more time it takes, and the more expensive it is. In tbis way Concurrent Engineering can 

save on both time and money. 

But implementing Concurrent Engineering is not easy. This is because Concurrent 

Engineering is a system that allows a company to use modem industrial technology to 

achieve production goals. These technologies include Flexible Manufacturing 

Systems, Group Technology, Design for X (where X can be manufacturing, 

assembly, life-cycle, environment, quality etc.), Computer Aided Manufacturing and 

Design (CAD/CAM) to name a few. However the approach a design team takes in 

terms of the technologie~ the team chooses to use, and the manner in which the team 
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chooses to use these technologies, depends on the of the design team. For this 

reason the might a completely 

different form, based on different technologies in The success of 

the thus depends on the design teams ability to understand the 

product development the resources available to them, and the 

drawbacks of applying particular can grouped 

depending on the stage of the production process 

only technologies the 

which they are applicable. In this 

pr()Cel~S (directly or 

are discussed. 

4.2 Rationalising the assembly process 

introductory ,LA"'",."" the potential cutting costs and 

production quality that ""v,,,,"'bo,rl in the optimisation of the assembly process was 

".,. ............. ,."..., ..... The rationalisation of the assembly process is one key focus of 

Rationalisation can be through aof 

TnP'TnC'"'' can be grouped into topics: automation, 

rationalisation through assembly employment, and product assembly. 

are discussed below. 

4.3 

When compared to the __ ~.,..,... and .. , ......... , .... ..., is 

limited in automation computer aid. Studies the automotive industry that 

between sixty and ninety percent of the is while 

assembly [1] the is closer to fifteen percent. Industrial 

mechanisation, and subsequent automation of the lag behind 

a reasons: 

1. Assembly is highly product specific with a high variability in the nature of 

assembly operations. I-.P1",,,."/-r,1rp standard solutions are difficult to develop. 
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2. As the final pr()QUlCtlon, a amount of variability is built into the 

assembly process in practice, to allow for any errors higher up the production 

process, and minute adjustments the continuously changing This 

made automation more difficult to implement for assembly nrocesses 

3. automation economically difficult to justifY until 

Today, a variety of different automated options are available assembly processes, 

differing the degree of automation the complexity and flexibility 

allowed 

oro,cesses with .., .......... ' .... batch 

automation low to medium volume 

III COlnp:am;on to systems developed 

4.3.1 

that about 50% of the assembly IS on 

JOInIng [1] (See Figure 4.3). 

lest: 355 compsoies 

"0 30 -:n 
:> 
() 

,5 20 -., 
E 

:;::; 

'0 10 
~ 

4.3: Percentage of assembly time spent on various assembly operations. 

Source: Industrial assembly [1 J. 
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"'''''',,"'',",'''' of this is that the distribution of time on assembly operations is 

'helreti)re there is a need to prioritise implementation of automation. 

Rationalisation to the highest gain in productivity at the least 

possible cost. Fully are inflexible to construct. 

Fully manual processes are slow and inconsistent. Typically what is needed is a 

production environment somewhere two extremes. The nature of 

automation is such that cost automating some assembly operations is higher 

than Also, in the productivity as a result of 

automating the various assembly operations varies. In deciding what of 

automation is required, the nature of the assembly being designed and 

targeted area of the assembly to be automated must be considered. Thus 

automation can be prioritised on the basis of these two factors. good example is to 

COllS1iller a with or ge()m,etn that LA'''''''-''"''' 

automation of the mating benefits can gained 

from automating the sorting or inspection that would otherwise 

reqUlre attention of an assembly operator. up operator to 

concentrate on the HU".""a tasks. This is known as semi-automation. It is particularly 

useful emerging capital is limited. 

The costs of a fully system to take into account the maintenance and 

capital costs (including the power required for the system), which can be significantly 

than the costs involved in a fully manual process. In some cases this 

cost can effectively short circuit any productivity However, the costs 

a,,~'v"',L<U",U with varying degrees of automation are such that it is possible to determine 

an optimum automation level. This is shown in 4.4. 
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H.'-'J' ..... "'.lU assembly theory 

Km Assembly costs 

!too! Degree of automatic" 

Figure 4.4: cost as a function of degree of automation. 

Source: Industrial II]. 

Capital costs 

Personnel costs 

Maintenance and 
energy costs 

It is important a good system further 

change in level automation required by assembly process. This leaves 

orc,ce1;S engineers with the flexibility to make changes in to the m 

the production industry. 
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FMS in assembly that they are now called Flexible Assembly ""J~,tpn"Q (F AS). Unlike 

Automation, justification capital expenditure is not based on 

expected life one product, the can of product 

families that are yet to introduced into production. 

Assembly .... ""T"'"" allows for a products to be ... ..,.."'-'UJL<-',,,-.. usmg 

same new product "I.l<'l1'1<'1ntQ are introduced, the nature of is that the 

system is able to accommodate the of the new product. A host cornptlter 

controls system such that assembly scheduling allows the ",,,,,,rpm to 

cope with machine breakdowns or sudden changes in demand. 

1. 

II by , .... rnpYn used 

the equipment can be used, robots are the 

primary "H'-"'"'' because they are easily programmable to suit the assembly 

configurations required. basic types assembly robots are shown Figure 
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Gantry 

Robot 

Linear Arm 

on track 
Rotary Arm 

Modern assembly theory 

Horizontal 

Joint Arm 

Vertical 

Joint Arm 

Figure 4.5: Classification of assembly robots. 

Source: Industrial [I). 

III High demands are made on repetitive the speed the 

possibility of producing sensor and the ease use of the programming 

laJ.l"" ... '"",,"". The kinematic construction of the assembly robot, in terms motion, 

must have of to out the 

assembly (1]. In particular need dexterity is driving 

into assembly The combination of this and recognition sensors are 

to allow robots to retrieve components from bins, and align them as 

part. the devising 

mechanisms to orientate components for assembly. 

III transportation or material t .. """,,,t,,,, .. feeders 

etc. are some of the transfer used in For an 

~U""Hv"""'UJl5'J used method transportation are Automatically 

(AGVs). and unload palettes at Assembly ,",,'uu.:> or Cells. 
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automatic storage recovery system components and assemblies 

allows transportation ",,,,,,1r,,.,.., to fully controlled. 

computer '-'V •. 1UVU...,' 

monitoring are all 

assembly y,,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,, ... and orclce~)s 

large the 

become 

long-term 

by the controlling computer system FAS. 

such a computer controller can 

"'OTTU''''''''' involved can constrain 

"""'f-'m [6]. In large (50 or more S'{:alOOIlS or 

one solution of computer control is called 

heterarchical approach. In system has 

a processmg with memory The same is true of the that 

the various manufacturing This allows machines to essentlall 

bid for the jobs that on the machines workload and configuration. 

palette decision as to which bid to Upton's of this 

type of system is a FMS point but the same system could for 

of assembly stations. 

complexity of the system is one FAS. 

Flexible Stations or Cells are small comprising or a maximum of 

robots. When cells are ' ... ,....,..,,....n .. ""1""rI the result 

IS a System. The ""'''''''6 of Flexible Cells can 

rigid a conveyor system that links the a given or flexible 

involving The latter ensure flexibility. F AS can be in the form 

a Flexible Assembly robots are connected via a 

.. nTH'p>!"" system. The of a ratio of price to 

to develop an efficient compared to assembly 

layouts). This is partially due to simplicity of the system, fact 

costs of robots which are 
I 

it these systems) have' "" ...... "'''"',u. over the 
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4.4 ~~~:.L employment 

4.4.1 

While automation has it has a as ajob destroyer. 

Machines can usually accomplish a large number of tasks more efficiently than 

humans. A machine can be used to replace a number of human workers in production 

processes, and where the tasks are mundane and repetitive. It is 

important that this aspect automation is never ignored. Social such as this 

one affect the lives of a 16t of people and can damage credibility of an industry, or 

cripple production with retaliatory strikes and mass action. There are arguments that 

automation creates jobs in industry of production, and that keeping a 

company competitive automation helps retainjobs the that 

company. These arguments however, do not address the issue retrenched workers. 

Our local industry is such that labour costs do not demand alternative means of 

production (as is case in nations with more established industries). A social 

responsibility to the skill levels of the workforce in with 

production with the manufacturer. of the industry is that 

the workforce becomes more costly as skills In with technology. 

industry is unable to support as many workers as it did previously. 

4.4.2 

While automation can be applied to the assembly of a 

are still some that are best done 

number of products, 

These usually involve 

bulk or limp materials, the visual inspection of the assembly operator (the operator is 

said to an for the task) and a set of An 

example such a system involves the assembly of fuel injector plungers and 

nozzle on a Fuel Systems production line. The tolerances involved are extreme, 

but involving a match of injector and HV,~LA''-'. This a skilled operator 

which makes it difficult to use machines for the operation. Such manual workstations 
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development focuses on the ergonomics station, the equipment needed to 

Such ergonomic considerations include 

adjustability of the work ",noT"'f'':> to suit height of the assembly operator, 

and to increase comfort and efficiency. The work should also be repositioned 

to accommodate changes in posture that occur in the normal course work. The 

assembly stations should also be designed to accommodate use by disabled operators. 

as wheelchair access are important this regard. 

Motivating assembly teams is also a priority in ensuring optimal productivity. 

Creating a working environment that is easily adaptable to suit the assembly operator 

helps boost motivation. The rigidity and lack of freedom of the paced assembly line 

work that is typical of assembly work is considered detrimental to productivity 

long run. Alternatives are experimented with rotation, 

autonomous and employee empowerment. All these aim to reduce 

level of monotony involved in the assembly work and the assembly operators the 

incentive to make decisions about there working environment that would lead to 

better productivity. also promote the assembly operator's awareness of their 

responsibilities to the quality their products, generating some ownership on the 

part of the assembly oP(~ra1:ors 

4.4.3 

The automation would the end the for human operators 

the assembly process has been proven to be unfounded. Today, even in highly 

automated systems, humans still play critical roles. While the dream of an assembly 

process without the intervention humans the a lot 

some are embracing the inherent practicality of developing flexible that 

function with both human operators and automated machinery. An example of such a 

system is shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: An example of a hybrid assembly system. The figure shows assembly operators 

working on the same line as a number of assembly machines. 

Source: Industrial assembly [11. 

Often this type of system forms the most economical approach to upgrading older 

assembly systems in need of newer technology to boost efficiency. This ensures that 

the transitions are easier for the production staff (Operators and Mangers alike have 

misconceptions about the resulting effects of automation that can prove harmful to 

the production process if unchecked). The fact that the productivity of these systems 

can prove comparable to that of fully automated systems (see section 4.3.1 above) 

continues to inspire research in the area. 

4.5 Product design 

The area of product design is perhaps the area where assembly optimisation has had 

the largest impact (An illustration of this is shown in Figure 4.7). This is because the 
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cost of any revisions to the product changes from erasing lines on a CAD drawing 

during design, to discarding a batch of products and ordering new materials during 

manufacture or assembly. While the difference for a single product (typically only a 

couple of seconds) might seem inconsequential at first, when the total production run 

is considered, the cost difference can become a substantial fraction of the projected 

profits. As such there is a greater emphasis on developing product designs to ensure 

easy manufacture and assembly. 

Potential assembly time reduction for various rationalisation methods 

Alteration of work 
structure 

lntroduction of new 
techniques 

Product design 
development 

Figure 4.7: Rationalisation impact ofvarious areas influencing assembly. 

Data source: Industrial assembly [I). 

Automation 

The reason for this is that a large percentage potential for savings is that most of the 

cost commitment (about 70% thereof) of the product is done at the design stage [3J. 

The reason this is not intuitively obvious is that the actual cost of the design stage is 

not an overwhelming total of the overall cost of developing the product (typically in 

the region of 15%). This is illustrated in Figure 4.8. 
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Graph showing cost commitment during various 
stages of the product development process 

70 
60 
50 

40 

30 

20 

10 
o -1-------+------------+------1 

Design Production Purchasing Production 
planning 

1--Actual spending --Cost commitment 1 
Figure 4.8: Cost impact during various stages of product development. 

Source: Introduction to Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (12). 

Sales & 
Admin. 

Thus, by spending more time on the design of a product to ensure that it is easy to 

assemble, the cost of the overall development process can be reduced. This is called 

Design for Assembly (DF A). It has developed from the Design for Manufacture 

(DFM) principles first developed in 1975 by the Hatachi Corporation in a system they 

called the Assemblability Evaluation Method (AEM). The term Design for 

Manufacture was first used for a system developed by Boothroyd and Dewhurst in 

1979. This system is arguably the most widely known and used DFM system in 

industry today. Boothroyd and Dewhurst now call their system Design for 

Manufacture and Assembly (DFMA). These systems are used to evaluate product 

Design for Assembly. However, today DF A is a used in much broader tenns to 

incorporate all design rationalisation that leads to an easier assembled product. These 
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include Group Computer (CAD) and 

addition of Artificial Intelligence to CAD systems. 

4.5.1 Group Technology 

Group Technology is a rationalisation <>"''''1''n''l'h based on commonalities "'''L'JUjOZ, 

parts and approach save and money using 

common parts in a products, with emphasis on modular components 

and development of a family of products. In this sense, by developing Group 

Technology, industries allow for the development of a Assembly to 

assemble their products, all the associated and productivity advantages. 

Group Technology 

a consistent method 

provides a and system that to 

part identification based on both product and process 

classification allow easy of modular components 

into new products. standardisation in product design allows for a more 

focused initiative within the industry. An additional IS increase in 

capacity existing production through use of a 

good communication between and manufacturing personnel 

in is a major of 

Concurrent J..JU,OUj,,","'l 

4.5 

Design Assembly techniques can be used to analyse the product being U"'''.l!'iU',",U, 

or to develop the assembly system being designed, or both simultaneously. 

objective of for is to the of a product IS 

easy to The ease of of a product requires that the product have as 

parts as possible, that the "'lUCUHU1!'i parts simple features. 
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II Part reduction: Fewer parts lead to fewer workstations, less time dedicated to 

assembly and a reduced inventory of parts. Generally fewer parts mean less of 

everything since nonexistent parts cost nothing to make. Part reduction is 

therefore highly desirable. A product has a theoretical minimum number of parts, 

based on its function and the production process. This minimum can be deduced 

by asking the following questions of each part of the assembly: 

a) Does this part move relative to its surrounding parts? 

b) Does it have to be made of a different material from that of surrounding parts? 

c) Is this part necessary to facilitate the manufacture or assembly of other parts? 

These are called the motion, material and manufacturing criteria. The part is a 

candidate for elimination if it does not fulfil anyone of the above functions. Parts 

can be eliminated by combining them with other parts, or by redesigning the 

product such that the part becomes unnecessary. 

II Product simplification: Complex features usually require additional machining. 

When these features are used to relate product components, the assembly 

operations involved in the process usually requires more time, machinery and/or 

manpower. It is thus desirable to simplifY the product for assembly using 

assembly-orientated construction principles. Such principles encourage the design 

of a modular product. This means that the product is built from standard 

subassemblies that are common to a range of products. Standardising on common 

parts, processes and assembly methods across a number of product models 

permits the use of higher volume production processes, resulting in lower 

production cost. An optimised design should also have a large base component on 
I 

which to secure the other parts and provide a frame around which to build the 

product. The product should be built along a primary axis (usually vertical), 

stacking components above each other with the aid of gravity. This is particularly 

crucial where robotic assembly is concern, because complex orienting operations 

require multiple degrees of freedom, and thus more expensive robots. 
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1. 

guidelines are meant to make assembly operations for a product 

They can be classified terms the of assembly they involve. It is 

that costs eliminated by the following DF A are not 

incurred as machining or other such costs 

product features or process requirements. 

to the complexity of resulting 

II 

influences 

need 

mechanism into mating components. snap-fit is a good 

Iastenlers are U'-'.'-.:>.:>GU 

amount of time assembly should 

shows relative cost 
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4.9: Figure the relative cost penalties for different of fas'tenlers. increasing 

in expense from snap fitting to plastic bending to riveting to 

Source: Product Design for Manufacture and Assembly [3]. 

II !:!!:::2.U:,!.L!~~U-1~~~. Part handling includes the pick up, orientation and 

transportation of parts 

as much as 80% of the 

should be avoided. 

difficult to handle. 

the assembly process. These can 

assembly time Parts that are difficult to pick up 

4.10 illustrates a number of part that are 
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very small 

4.10: Types of difficulties. 

Source: Product Design for Manufacture and Assembly 

III In addition, parts that are very small or very or are to 

handler should be avoided. Symmetrical are desirable reqUIre 

no orienting operations assembly. symmetry is unachievable, 

should have pronounced asymmetry to ensure correct assembly orientation. 
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asymmetrical symmetrical 

00 

o " 

slightly asymmetrical pronounced asymmetrical 

4.11: showing objects with degrees of symmetry. 

Source: Product Designjor Manujacture and Assembly [31. 

or heavy parts should be avoided where possible, since they require additional 

transportation infrastructure. Similarly small, delicate parts should also be avoided 

since they require great care in transporting. 

Often assembly practices oel,en,oulg on method applied. 

can be used to facilitate easy manual or automated assembly. 

An important factor to consider in manual assembly is motion economy. This is even 

more important than in automated assembly human are typically slower 

in the long term. Manual that the u!r'lI"lE'"'' 

uses as few motions as possible in assembling a part. Including two-handed 

to a combination simultaneously can help 

this possible. assembled manually should have to minimise 

resistance to insertion, and prevent .... ,,'UHUO. Designs should be such that parts locate 

themselves before worker Part location is also important to ensure 
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that an assembly worker is not required to hold a part in place. This unnecessarily 

uses a hand that could have started another assembly task. 

3. DFA: robot/automated assembly 

Handling of parts is of critical importance in automated assembly. Careful planning 

of the assembly process should ensure good motion economy with simple motion 

paths. This allows the use of simpler automation systems or robots. It is good 

practices to avoid sensors where possible. When applicable, use simple contact 

sensors rather than the more expensive vision systems. When robot or automation 

features such as sensors or additional motion axes are justifiably necessary, ensure 

that they are used optimally. Often some other tasks can be improved using these 

additional abilities. In automobile engines, for example, a sensor is used to determine 

the speed at the flywheel. This is necessary to give a speedometer reading, however 

the sensor can also be used to monitor speed for traction control. 

4. Design efficiency using DF A 

A design team is usually faced with a choice of product designs, from which to 

choose the best design. But what makes one design better than another? Usually the 

issue is even more complex because one design would have a different advantage, 

from a production standpoint than another. An assembly design might be easier to 

handle, but require more fasteners than another. The only method of distinguishing 

the two designs is by quantifying the design with a comparable rating system. Most 

Design for Assembly methodologies can give a quantitative measure of the time and 

costs required to assemble a product. The advantage of this is that design teams have 

a real measure of the extent to which they are improving their design during the 

iterative process of product, development. They can also use this rating to compare 

their product to others in the industry. This can help to highlight the strengths and 

weaknesses of their designs, relative to that ofthe competition. Typically different 

OF A systems use different evaluation methods, however they are very similar. The 
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section below shaH briefly outline the basics of design efficiency as applied in 

DFMA. 

5. Concepts in Design Efficiency 

DFMA breaks down the time taken to join a component to an assembly into the 

handling time, and the insertion time required for that component. The difficulty 

associated with the assembly of any component has to do with the ease of handling 

and insertion for a component. This document has already dealt with these in point 1 

of section 4.5.2 above. DFMA proposes that the dimension and symmetry features of 

a part play the greatest role in determining the ease of assembly. These are defined in 

the following manner: 

.. Part dimensions: Every part can be enclosed totally by the co-ordinates of its 

largest dimension along all relevant axes. This is called the part envelope. 

Typically Cartesian or Cylindrical co-ordinate systems are used to describe 

objects. Therefore part envelopes are either rectangular or cylindrical in nature. 

The longest side of a part envelope is called the size of the part, and the shortest 

side of the part envelope is called the thickness of the part. The effect of part 

thickness and size on assembly time is shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. 
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4.12: The effect of thickness on assembly time. 

Source: Product Manufacture and Assembly [3]. 

2 

;" cylindrical parts 
(I) 

E -

o 
o 1 0 Size, mm 20 

-I' -I "I-medium large 

4.13: The effect of size on assembly time. 

Source: Product Manufacture and Assembly 
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II 
Ull.""'L"] 1S reference to axes of rotation. The 

can 

during assembly. A part 

on an axes perpendicular to its axis of 

around an axis parallel to its 

through which a part must be 

of symmetry. A part rotated in 

shaped like a alpha symmetry and 00 beta 

symmetry. Some "'ft~""'UL'.l"''' are shown 

o 

IJ 0 

Figure 4.14: Some examples of parts and their a and P 

Source: Product Design for MlJrnUjraCjrUrf 

6. The evaluation method 

The method of the of the product 

DF A systems. Most are based on an index or U<1IL<1U<1"'" 

information, which a real product is compared to 

and product 

The result is therefore a relative term, based on uU.VU,'''U,'VH ~<>Tr'''''''<'1'"l a 

of assembly characteristics that tries to represent all the available, while 

being specific enough to allow for the discerning of individual 
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A "Ul.ll-/l'- example of is the AEM, which is used to rI",+.",~ the 

difficulty of an assembly process by means of a 100':'point index. evaluation 

indices are then .... \J:ll .... Jla.~\,U to an a;);)1;1l1Ul cost. This enables designers to 

reasonable cost estimations at the initial U .... "l):;ll Unacceptably high <1;);)l;lllUl 

costs lead to the assembly strategy. iteratively AEM, 

designers can improve method is shown in Figure 15. 

Determine 

sequence 

Determine 
assembly 
method 

Calculate 
evaluation 

indexes 

4.15: An algorithmic discription of the Hitachi AEM Design for 

Source: Introduction to Designfor Manufacturing and Assembly 

Boothroyd and Dewhurst DFMA system that be 

No go 

method. 

In 

evaluates 

based on time 

\..laLall"'"., ... " of assembly (mainly part handling and insertion) 

experiments done the late early 80' s. tests are 

determination an 

measured against. 

takes to assemble each COlmpon<~nt. 

which other products are 

ideal is based on the it 

is given by the 

formula == .........;:::.;;;;;.....::.. where is the design 1;;;.I.J.l .... l"ll·"1 Nmin is theoretical 

minimum number of parts; ta is the assembly for one part an ideal 

product this is 3 seconds) and is the actual assembly taken for the particular 

product being evaluated accorolInl! to the DFMA 

based on the of the ... ""''"'U.1Vl} operations 

au1:orrlat(~d processes more 

this is more crucial 
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than for manual processes. Boothroyd Dewhurst the 

different assembly methods are evaluated differently, using separate databases and 

formula. However developed such that the results are 

comparable. A full description the different is in 

When applied correctly, the results can a designer towards the most cost 

effective assembly method and an design to advantage of this method. 

It is important to Design 

Assembly evaluation. the must be put to 

satisfy real objectives. The question is whether there is a pass or 

percentage that from evaluation. For instance is a design that gets a rating 

of 45% considered to a 'bad' design, one with a of 55% is 'good'? 

Can so as to get ratings 50% or 80%? Unfortunately 

the answers are not The reason is that different design 

I'\P1"ptn1"P subject to different factors that that 

product. it might possible to portable with a 

DF A rating of up to 65%, while it only be possible to develop automobile 

gearbox assemblies with around 45%. means that a well-designed 

assembly will score lower than an equally well-designed CD player. 

product has own acceptable and is theret,ore only really comparable to a 

similar product. more important distinction to make is that importance of the 

bettered the 

considered positive 

evaluation, is that it provides a 

development engineers. Any modifications can 

1"\1"£"""""'£1 that the of a QP{',"tnrl a 

score than the original one. an 

modifications, and a rating of 41 % 

design had a 

modifications, 

product 

of 30% before 

can 

that modifications made it to assemble. , 

It is a good idea to bear mind at point that while DFMA great value in 

aiding the design process" method a number One of these 
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is that 

the 

use of limits its and flexibility. Such limitations include 

to into account from structure level 

as subassemblies. Instead DF A .LV'-'''''''"" solely on the assembly operations 

7. 

for Assembly is an engineering tool that can to develop a Concurrent 

Engineering framework in the manufacturing industry explained before. 

Concurrent Engineering is an approach to product development that allows the 

breakdown of information to use of the design 

team producing product 

uses engineering tools to improve product quality. It requires a new attitude to 

production; A shared responsibility for the development of a product and the quality 

production. 

It is often difficult to , ....... ..,u. what is a successfully developed implemented 

Concurrent Engineering framework. The steps towards developing a Concurrent 

production system are not laid down in any rulebook. Many companies 

are often frustrated by failed attempts at implementing Concurrent Engineering. Often 

the problem is a to to an This not come as 

a to Gary Vasil ash 

'enculturated' to work separately and sequentially." 

___ ',..,., and manufacturing _ .. ,.., ... __ . 

,"-v,,,,, ...... ,,,,,, Engineering by with DF A and 

illustrates merits of the This is because Design for Assembly is concerned 

with the beginning phase of product development. It is thus to 

on the products without to any previous production method. It 

also provides the foundation for product development approach that is 

the cornerstone of the Concurrent Engineering framework. results D F A also 

speak themselves. of typically with the 

Immemt::m,Ulcm of is an unambiguous indicator of the impact Concurrent 
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Engineering can have on production. is enough to boost enthusiasm 

Concurrent Engineering. An ess:eunal feature Concurrent is that when 

it is supported by production its implementation is more 

likely to to more eItlCl<ent production. 

The integration of OF A melLnO(lS into CAD/CAM "nnenl..,'!"'" focal areas 

research today. While are computer DF A (Boothroyd and 

DFMA "''''Tl'''''''''''' component). they are not CAD 

difficulties with integration of 

These the limited accuracy of systems in modelling robot assembly 

development of a user friendly, more ettectlve programme that can act 

as a geometric modeller and an task simulator is 

required. Some commercial CAD programmes that include a 

available ICAD®). 

techniques 

This can on 

decision support ""'«k'«V"U 

product modifications. 

of software that is 

function are 

to CAD software. 

advantages 

AI are that it allows the to have extensive training in and reduces 

chance of error and increases design quality. Techniques introducing 

include rule-based knowledge fuzzy logic, neural networks vn,"UllPn 

systems assembly -----a--' 
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5 CASE STUDY: THE EFFECTS OF MODERN 

ASSEMBLY THEORY ON PRODUCT DESIGN 

The influence some modern assembly theory is such that the ",++,,, .. 1",, have been 

throughout industry. JJ"'~"~l1 Manufacture 

Assembly are changing way many companies develop products, and can account 

for significant savings for production strengths ofDFMA are such 

that when older product which were considered to efficient at the time, 

are analysed, method is still significant An 

V""''''HIJ''''' of this is the of a (GE) self cleaning oven 

door, which thought [it] ... was a marvellous work art ... [only to 

... that it was a turkey [i.e. clumsy " according to Misegades, 

then Manager of equipment engineering and advanced [8]. 

In an attempt to qualify exactly what , ....... " ........ '{1"'11""' .... '1''' are modern 

Design theory was applied to redesign 

valve and its process. It is important to note here that 

the results retliresent the abilities of the technological processes 

currently available, and have no social or economic basis (These social factors have 

little and as for defining is beyond the 

requirements of this project). There is also no evidence supporting for 

implementation such technologies from a customer demand point of view. There is 

also no intent Gabriel or of Town to develop 

exercise any further than is done in project. 

is to develop a comparative product in of technologies. 

which will below shows areas of the product development nrn.£'p,<, 

focused on, and the techniques 
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PRODUCTION PROCESS 

--------------------~--------------------r- ~ 

Market 

requirement 

Product Components Product Sales & 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

design manufacture assembly Distribution 
j~ j 

Design for Flexible Automation 

Assembly Systems 

~~----~ -------~/ 
~ 

MODERN ASSEMBLY 

TECHNOLOGIES 

Figure 5.1: Figure showing the areas of focus in the redesign of the compression head valve. 

Design for Assembly makes assembly one of the initial criteria of the design process 

(apart from the usual form and function criteria). This exercise uses OF A to develop a 

product that can be assembled using Flexible Automation Technology. Flexible 

Automation allows for the introduction of new product designs or variations, and 

enables efficient assembly through real-time computer monitoring. The compression 

head valve lends itself well to automated assembly. Although the current design does 

not have a base component, the product can easily be designed to include one, as well 

as a top-down assembly process. The system of using disc variation to change the 

characteristics of the valve is a method of modular production that is in keeping with 

the ideals of Group Technology. It is possible to restructure the compression head 
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valve assembly area to allow for a Flexible Assembly Cell. A typical layout of such a 

cell is shown in the figure below. This would of course have to be part of a factory

wide automation drive. 

Can vcyor for 
completed 
assemhlies 

Figure 5.2: A typical layout of a F AC. 

S<!flsor for 
Z-axis 

Source: Manufacturing engineering and technology [21 J. 

4 - degree-or- freedom 
rohots 

". 

Vibratory bowl 
feeder 

Conveyor [or 
base parts 

Parts presented 

5.1 Evaluating the current compression head valve design 

The DF A design evaluation provides a good method of assessing the efficiency of an 

ongoing product design. It is also gives a numerical method of comparing two similar 

products. For this reason it provides a good starting point for this exercise. The 

current compression head valve design shall be evaluated using the Boothroyd and 
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Dewhurst LJ"-,.,n,,,. 

below. An explanation of the DfC,Ce!;s used to nt"n"'1'"","t<> 

presented in Appendix 

I DESIGN FOR MANUAL ASSEMRLY WORKSHEET 
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8 !::t!: 
1 11 1.8 00 1.5 3.3 

i 9 1 83 5.6 00 1.5 7.1 

18 1 09 2.98 08 6.5 9.48 

7 1 09 2.98 08 6.5 9.48 

:6 1 10 1.5 06 5.5 7.0 

is 1 09 2.98 00 1.5 4.48 

4 
1

6* 09 2.98 00 11.5 26.88 

3 1 10 l:..5 00 1.5 3.0 

2 I 1 191 I 7.0 - -
77.72 

: 
TM 

is shown in table 

data in the columns is 

8 9 Name of A: Ibly 

~ 

~ <I'l - l~ ~ 

ij r -g 
v 

..r::: 

.~ i' ;:. 
..0 

j t E 

!E v 

~ 
3.0 0 R 

7.1 1 Spring 

9.48 1 Replenishing valve 

9.48 0 Restriction disc 

7.0 1 Compression head 

4.48 1 Orifice disc 

26.88 1 Compression disc 

3.0 0 Rivet 

7.0 0 R: PIUvl;;:\:\ 

77.72 5 DE= 19.3% 

CM NM =(3 XNM)/TM 

Figure 5.3: DFA evaluation for manual aSS4~mlJ1Y on .. nn.nr£'""i'Ul head valve design. 

*Maximum number possible. 

The evaluation present gives a efficiency 

rating 19.3%. NM the theoretical minimum number of parts; andCM 

reD!resent the actual assembly time taken and the cost equivalent. The assembly 
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compression head valve is (and theret,ore more efficiently) when one 

compression this scenario, the increases to 1 %. 

efficiency is mainly as a of the handling difficulties assembly 

assembly process. Other problems that contributed to 

next seCUOln. 

It is important to note, when jUdging a component on basis of its rating, 

an is not a test that a product can score 100% on. Instead it is a 

making was detailed previously in 

section 4.5.2). The value a that 

can 

5.2 Analysing the DFA evaluation results 

Often the results of a evaluation, when analysed can point to 

We,aKtles:ses in the design of a The of this is that by highlighting these 

areas, the designer can work towards a in any further 

1 

DF A is on eliminating When doing so 

section 4.5.2) are applied to compression head valve three parts are 

eliminated (parts with '0' in column 9 of the table 

(rivet .. ""+<> ..... ,"" .. \ involved anY ,,"'''''''lllIVl 

candidates elimination. The most eltlCH:;nt marmer of 

are always 

components from 

an assembly point of view is to build function into other components. 

restriction and orifice functions the proper 

valving of the ('O,.,. ........... "'eo(.', is nothing 

preventing components from into components of 

compression head valve. The compression head itself offers a T''''''TT'.r·T1 

same way restriction disc but without the required variety. If a o,,"',,1"~'1' 
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were added to head's ""',,1""11"'1", capabilities, it would negate 

the for a "". .... ", .. <:l"t". restriction 

The analysis suggests that parts are theoretical minimum possible. 

5.2.2 

The reason this project was was because noticed a 

problem with the handling is also plainly 

obvious, as five out of components have handling (an '8' 

in column 3 of table above denotes a handling problem). Designing these 

difficulties out of product would go a long way towards improving assembly 

When a component is not located properly, care has to taken to ensure that it is 

...... r"""" .. I" oriented and positioned. and is thus undesirable. design 

of the compression head is such the location replenishing and 

restriction disc on the spring is not secure. 

5.3 compression head ..:..=;;...;.....;;. 

""UUHJ'<UJ of the associated the valve is that 

are too many components, most components are difficult to handle and improperly 

located. Because the decision to develop a robotic assembly system been taken, 

the issue of locating is As the new head 

"""''''''''U must a component onto which all components 'V,"""","" 

down assembly process is crucial. The use of automation eliminates a 

proportion of handling difficulties. However springs are still notoriously difficult 

to handle automation. 
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The operating characteristics of the compression head valve make the issue ofa base 

component the most difficult one. Because fluid has to flow both from inner tube to 

outer tube and from the outer tube to the inner tube ofthe shock absorber it makes 

more sense from a functional point of view, to have a large component in the middle 

of the compression head valve with discs on either side of it. The need for a base 

component means a system similar to the one shown in Figure 5.4 below must be 

developed. 

Disc • _ t in"',-

Figure 5.4: A possible redesign of the compression head valve that includes a base component 

The problem with this is that it contradicts the goal of minimizing parts. In fact such a 

configuration adds an extra part to the compression head valve. It also does nothing 

to solve the problem associated with handling springs. 

By analysing the workings of the disc valves it was determined that if this method of 

valving is used to check the flow of shock absorber fluid in both directions, then the 

configuration of compression head valve must include a large component with discs 

on either side of it. This points to the need to replace the disc valve operation in one 
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of the flow directions with another valve mechanism. Recall that the disc valve 

mechanism works on a cantilever system. Another type of disc system is also 

currently in use at Gabriel S.A. The valve is comprised of a disc on a seat. The fluid 

pressure pushes the valve off the seat, allowing flow from one cylinder to the other. 

This is illustrated in the figure below. 

Figure 5.5: Basic operation of lift disc valve. Fluid forces the spring upward against the spring 

resistance. 

The lift disc still requires a seat. The valving system being developed is such that it 

might require components between the seat and the disc. One way of doing this is by 

making the disc thicker, with an inclined circumference on which it is seated. This is 

illustrated in the figure below. 
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~D i SC S E'O- t 

F lui d Fl o w po- t h 

Figure 5.6: The conical disc means that only circumferential contact with the disc seat is 

required. 

By putting these ideas together a new compression head valve was designed. Figure 

5.7 illustrates the new configuration. 
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Top component (cap) 

41111~·----------- Belleville Washer (Disc spring) 

Lifting cone 

Compression disc 

+----- Base component 

Figure 5.7: Exploded view of the redesigned compression head valve design. 

5.4 New compression head valve parts and their functions 

• The base component: It is press 

fitted to the top component to 

fasten the valve components 

together. The base has locating 

features for the discs and the 

lifting cone. The lifting cone has 

a lower extension that fits into a 

central hole in the base 

component. The compression discs are located on a shoulder on the base 
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component, similar to the shoulder on which the compression discs sit on the 

present compression head valve. The sides of the base are conical to provide a 

seat for the cone component. The outer dimensions ofthe base component are 

identical to that of the present compression head valve, ensuring that the 

redesigned compression head valve would fit in the shock absorber without need 

for modifications of any other parts. Eight circumferential holes in the bottom of 

the component allow shock absorber fluid to flow through from one cylinder to 

another. 

Locating shoulder for discs 

Locating hole for cone 

Perforation holes allow fluid flow 

Figure 5.8: Figure sbowing some important features oftbe base component. 

• The compression disc: This component has been 

retained in the new design, because the 

knowledge of its valving characteristics gives a 

higher degree of confidence in the new design, 

without the need for extensive testing. The 

compression discs function as it did in the original design. However the discs in 

this design would not be metallic, but made out of a plastic or polymer material. 

The use ofmetal in the present design is for cost reasons and does not serve any 

functional purpose since the discs function depend solely on sti:lfuess and 

durability. Substituting a low cost polymer (with the appropriate sti:lfuess and 
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durability properties) eliminates the tendency of discs to adhere to one another, or 

to magnetise. It also allows greater variation in the stiffuess properties of the disc. 

Since there is more variation, there is less need for the extensi ve stacking of discs, 

as in the previous design. This design would allow for a maximum of two discs (if 

unavoidable) in an assembly. 

• The lifting cone: The cone 

replaces the function of the 

replenishing valve. When fluid 

flows from the outer to the inner 

cylinder, it pushes the cone up 

against the disc spring. This 

creates a small gap between the 

cone and the waIls of the base component, thus metering the flow offluid. The 

cone angle is 45°. This allows for sufficient contact to ensure a good seat, but is 

greater that the angle (between 10° and 30°) that would result in the locking 

together of the cone and the base component (this angle is commonly used in 

cutting tools). When fluid is flowing in the opposite direction, the cone is pressed 

against its seat, allowing no flow through that path. Instead the fluid flows 

through circumferential holes in the cone, and exerts a pressure on the surface of 

the compression disc below. The cone has a locating feature for the disc spring. 

Disc spring locating 

shoulder. 

45° incline. 

Lifting cone locating 

extension. 

Figure 5.9: Figure showing some important features of the lifting cone. 
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• The disc spring: Replaces the function of an 

ordinary spring in the present compression head 

valve. It is pre-loaded by the press fit of the top 

and bottom components to ensure that the components stay in contact. The disc 

spring also provides the resistance to the motion ofthe lifting cone. The extent of 

this resistance is based on the desired valving characteristics. The variation in 

resistance of the disc spring can be developed using a variety in thickness. 

• The top component: Forms the fastening 

component, together with the base component. A 

number of compression head valves exist in 

production that relies on press fits. Ifnecessary 

snap features can be added to the base and top 

parts (e.g. a groove in the base and a lip on the top component) to ensure mating. 

The holes in the top component allow for the free flow of fluid in both directions. 

5.5 Evaluating the ~ compression head valve design 

The redesigned compression head valve was evaluated using the Boothroyd and 

Dewhurst Design for Automatic and Robot Assembly technique. The result is shown 

in the table below. An explanation of the process used to generate the data in the 

columns is presented in Appendix B. 
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ROBOT ASSEMBLY 

3 4 5 9 Name of Assembly 

o ....... 

5 2 2 4 12 

4 1 0 2 0 2 

3 . 1 00 1 0 2 0 2 

2 00 1 0 2 0 2 Compression head 

200,000 

Annax Ag 

Figure 5.10: DFA evaluation for robot assembly on redesigned "'l~nn""""';lln head valve design. 

The total relative ~~~.~~ .... cost is 

while the theoretical relative minimum cost is given by 

= {2CaCr NM + Df )05 1Tb 

Where Ca Cost .................. assembly with two anns, each 

= of non-dedicated equipment unit value. 

4 of 

Total cost of parts malgm~m(~s and work fixtures used with the assembly system. 

IS a comparison, the values and can seen relative 

tenns as unimportant. typical used are 150 and 0.003 respectively. Df 
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IS to the of parts in system. Here Ct a Df 5 shall be and 

a Df of 4 shall be used, to indicate the potential for a better system 

Ct ::;::: 10.75 and = Hence Efficiency (DE) 39.5%. For 

only one compression climbs to improvement amounts 

to under efficiency of the current system . 

.., .... ..,u,"'"' are also to spot. The to stay with as the 

the valving system costs 

product As 

unanswered questions, 

n .. r,'tAt-.rn1Ino and testing. 

However the intention here is to develop a feasible 

too from current """"pm presents many 

would be impossible to en,~a,,~e without practical 

staying with (despite penalties) a higher 

design of confidence is 1".' ... "1"' .... in the .l"'U,"llJ"U of the new design. 
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6 CASE STUDY: IMPROVING EXISTING SYSTEMS 

USING MODERN METHODS 

One of the aims of this is to solve some assembly problems that are 

hampering the production process at the production 

requirements at Gabriel is that this with minimal disruption 

to the production of compression head valves. means two UH1.11',.;). 

modifications cannot with the continuing production of compression head 

and the planned modifications should implemented without the need 

extens:lve set-up durations or orientation of the reason for this 
, 

is that production volume is crucial to operation at S.A. and cannot put 

jeopardy. such the only solutions that are acceptable in context are those 

that are relatively risk in terms of their on the continual production of 

compression head valves, and is cost effective. A solution such as the one proposed 

the previous chapter requires a complete change of the compression head and 

thus manner in which it is While this is more VLL'_"''' 

long run, it require a deal of set-up time. In addition, considerable 

research has to be done to' understand the characteristics of the new design. A 

marketing drive would also required to ensure customer confidence in new 

product. This amounts to a considerable which is not quite justified when 

that the nature of the production difficulties is not critical. Instead, what 

is required is an of the compression head valve and its assembly 

in order to determine the source of the problems. Often it is possible to find solutions 

that invested resources, yet yield significant improvements. Such a 

solution is ideal in case. 
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6.1 ~==;.a the compression head valve assembly 

A systematic way of addressing the difficulties associated with the compression head 

assembly is to divide into those that are design related and 

those that are assembly In 2.4). For the 

difficulties are summarised below: 

• Some parts of the compression head valve are 

designed such that they are difficult to handle. 

• The machine utilisation (and hence 

productivity) of the assembly process is not optimaL 

The method proposed in Chapter 5 dealt with the difficulties by the design 

part. The argument this (and underlining premise D FA) is that if the 

part was designed 'correctly' the set difficulties associated with the assembly of 

the part would fall away. While this has been adequately demonstrated, the 

investment associated with it makes the solution impractical for set of difficulties 

experienced at Gabriel S.A. Indeed, any attempt to change the design of the 

cornnr'esslon head valve would into the em~cts 

changes. This would have an cost terms oftime and money. it 

is more practical to with difficulties related to the assembly of the component 

The of the current method is low. Productivity is usually an 

issue in manual Often automation is to the productivity of a 

process. Relieving an assembly operator some of the operator's is one way in 

which automation can to productivity. Fully automating the 

compression head valve assembly process is not a practical solution. reason is 

that the product has not been designed for this process, and therefore some product 

modifications (however slight) are to automation cost effective. The 

cost and set-up required also make the investment in a fully automated 

compression head valve assembly unit more than Gabriel is willing to make. 
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nUI'''''''~r it is possible to automate only certain areas of the assembly process. 

partially automated assembly workstation can be to improve 

productivity of the compression head valve assembly. 

,6.2 Selecting areas for partial automation 

A automation """",,"" ...... begs the 

would automated. The answer lies 

... ~""HJ' .. as to what areas of the 

aim of the proposed solution. 

aim is to realise as significant an improvement as possible while committing as 

resources as possible. it is that a minimal degree of 

cell 

the 

results in elimination of most of the current assembly difficulties. of the 

process has shown that the area concern involves the compression head valve 

subassembly. One solution is to remove the subassembly. However, this is not the 

most COflvellUelrlt of solutions, and does not result in an assembly process that is easier 

than solution automating the subassembly 

compression head reason for this is that this relatively simple 

change a number of difficulties at once. Firstly it is unobtrusive; it not 

,","''''HE,'-' the current assembly current or current machinery 

being It simply the operator of the subassembly duty. 

Because the automated cell works on the subassembly and the assembly "" .... '''r'''t'''' .. 

works on the main assembly simultaneously, the productivity is increased, and 

production can now met. Additionally, by automating the subassembly, 

the the assembly operator to handle most of the discs is reduced. 

automated cell is handling a top-down assembly with a large 

",Vii",lJl" and have to handle the spring component, which could prove 

difficult. solution is also cost effective very simple components. All of 

this amounts to a partial automation cell that is ideally suited to head 

valve assembly. 
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6.3 ............. ....;....;;;. ............ ~;..::a automated mechanisms for the subassenlbly 

process 

The subassembly involves the of compression valves an disc on 

the compression head (the number of discs depends on the valving 

Assuming the assembly operator loads and unloads 

compression heads as the automated is two fold. Firstly it 

to some means . transporting the compression heads from load/unload 

area (where the part can accessed by assembly operator), to a working area, 

away from assembly'"'''''''''''''!'"''' can be as Secondly it 

must have a mechanism 

compression head. 

for n"p<lpf"ltl a loading it onto the 

6.3.1 

to move the compression head is from a standpoint. 

mechanisms of the in the same as the assembly 

operator, leaves room for the compression head must be 

transported, any advantage that might be derived from this must exploited. 

such advantage is the development cell. 

can be rnnUF'11 between a number of a particular 

of disc. Each places only one disc on the compression head (If the valve 

four compression discs and one orifice discs compression head would 

different cartridges). " .. "i·,.,. .. p all cartridge 

the same operation and can controlled together. An effective ... ",un,'", of doing 

is by the compression head on a rotation table. 
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6.3.2 Presenting and loading the discs: 

By deciding on a modular system, the task of developing a mechanism for presenting 

discs and loading them onto the compression head is simplified. As soon as a single 

and reliable mechanism is developed, it can be used for all discs. 

Methods ofloading vary widely from bowl feeders to gravity fed systems. The task 

here is to choose the most suitable, and most cost effective method for this particular 

application. The criteria for this selection are that firstly the disc should not be 

contaminated in any way during the process. The discs are washed in Trichloro

ethylene (a cleaning agent) before being transported to the assembly station. It is 

important that the discs remain clean, as any foreign particles could affect the 

performance ofthe valve. Therefore this is a valve performance criterion. The other 

criterion is the requirement for absolute precision of the mechanisms ability to load 

one and only one disc every time. 

Figure 6.1: Can you tell which oftbese is a stack of two discs and which is not? 

Here there is no room for error, since if two discs are placed instead of one, the 

valving characteristics change dramatically. This can therefore be called the precision 

criterion. 

The valve performance criterion rules our any methods that might require magnets or 

a fluid medium to load or present the discs. The discs are ferrous, but can easily 

become magnetised. Once this happens, the discs attract iron fillings and particles in 
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the air. These particles can affect the valving characteristics. The performance 

criterion also eliminates any mechanisms that might lead to a change in the physical 

properties of the discs such as bending, scratching or warping, or a change in the 

metallic properties of the discs, such as would occur at high temperatures. This leaves 

the option ofa vacuum suction cup. Because of the central hole in all the discs the 

vacuum would have to be generated along an annular area of the discs. A picture of 

such a cup is shown below in Figure 6.2. 

Figure 6.2: Pneumatic suction cup. 

The suction cup would be mounted on two cylinders. One cylinder would move 

vertically to allow for the picking up and placing of discs by the suction cup. The 

other would allow the suction cup to move laterally between the rotation table, and 

the area where the discs are presented to it. A picture of the proposed system is shown 

in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: Concept drawing showing cylinder motion. 

The precision criterion requires an active mechanism for separating discs. As such a 

gravity fed process would not be ideal. Bowl feeders also do not guarantee separation 

of discs and therefore must also be eliminated. The precision criterion allows only for 

mechanisms that can demonstrate that the process of presenting and loading, allows 

for only a single disc to be handled at a time. One solution is to stack the discs at an 

angle. An annular suction cap can be used to pick up the top disc from the stack while 

blowing air through the central hole in the disc. Because the discs are slightly offset 

from one another, air blown through the centre of the top disc would push the disc 

directly below it downward, resulting in the separation of the discs. The concept is 

illustrated in Figure 6.4. 
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:;UCtiO(1 IIp_\ / 
, f 

Figure 6.4: Slanted disc cartridge concept. 

While theoretically sound, this concept has potential weaknesses. The first of which 

is the angle at which the discs must be stacked is critical. Tests performed showed 

that an angle in excess of 45° is required. At such an angle, the movement of discs by 

means ofa pressurised cylinder below the stack might not be consistent. In addition 

the area of the underlying disc exposed to the blow down jet of air is minimal. It is 

worth noting that when discs adhere to one another, they can be separated either by 

sliding them apart or by pushing/pulling them apart (i.e. applying a shear force or a 

normal force respectively). The force required for separation is least when the discs 

are slid apart. Since the method proposed above requires a push separation, and the 

available contact area is minimal, a high-pressured jet of air would be required. When 

all these are considered, along with the fact that the method leaves some room for 

error (no matter how well it is set up), it is clear that this is not the most favourable 

method. 

A more preferable method would involve the sliding of discs over each other. In this 

method, the discs that are not required to be placed are restricted from moving 

laterally. A cutout in the cartridge allows the disc required to slide out. The initial 
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system developed worked by sliding the bottom disc from a stack out to an area 

where it could be picked up by the suction cup. It was made up of two cylinders, a 

sliding probe and a cartridge. One cylinder controlled the vertical movement of the 

probe while the other controlled its horizontal motion. The mechanism made use of 

the central hole in the discs as a pick-up point. Mechanisms had now been developed 

to carry out all the tasks of the subassembly, and their operation is conceptually 

satisfactory. A drawing of the system is show in the figure below. 

c, ..... ..:J. ..... G .... ,~ ..... 

c .. e'''-'t>6£ 

fl CI!.\., '"(rl~ ) 
~ 

. ... . 1... .• 

Figure 6.5: Resulting concept drawing. 

6.2 Final modifications to the automated assembly cell 

Developing the mechanisms is only part of the process. These mechanisms have to be 

integrated, and a sequence has to be developed that ensures the smooth running of the 
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assembly cell. During the process of developing an operation sequence, an 

opportunity was realised for simplifying the mechanisms. To illustrate the point, 

Figure 6.6 shows the proposed sequence. Events that are placed side by side occur 

simultaneously. 

EVENT SEQUENCE 

1 Rotating table indexes, moving the Vertical cylinder actuates, bring the slider into 

compression head . contact with the bottom disc on the stack. 

2 The Horizontal cylinder extends, moving The horizontal cylinder on which the suction 

the bottom disc out of the stack to a cup is mounted moves out towards the pick up 

convenient pick up point. point. 

3 The suction cup moves downward, the 

vacuum is activated which picks up the 

disc. 

4 The suction cup moves back to the The slider is retracted, and the cycle starts 

indexing table where the disc is placed on again. 

the compression head. 

Figure 6.6: Proposed sequence of assembly events. 

A look at the sequence reveals that there is a duplication of motion as both the 

presenting system 

(the slider) and the loading system (the suction cup) has vertical and horizontal 

components of motion. Fundamentally the nature of the system requires the slider to 

have a lateral component of motion to allow for the sliding of discs. The suction cup 

requires a vertical component of motion to allow for the picking up and placing of 

discs. All other components of motion are redundant, and can consequently be 

eliminated. The resulting system is shown in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7: Final disc presentation mechanism. 

The layout of the final system was then decided. The maximum number of discs that 

can be placed on one compression head is seven (six compression discs and one 

orifice disc. See Chapter 4). Therefore there must be seven or more disc presenting 

modules. The decision was taken to have nine disc presenting modules arranged 

circumferentially around the compression head indexing table, with an area from 

where the assembly operator can load and unload the components. The system layout 

is shown in Figure 6.8. 
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Disc cartridge 
(in green) 

Support for disc pick-up 
and place cylinders (in blue) 

~~~~~Fli-- Rotating table support 
(in purple) 

/ 
Disc presenter ~~~~~~ 
mechanism 

Rotating table on which 
the compression head 
valves are placed 

Compression head valve 
load/off-load area 

Figure 6.8: Overhead view of assembly cell layout. 

Ball-screw motor controls 
the motion of the disc 
presenter mechanism 

6.5 Control and pneumatic design of the automated 

assembly cell 

Essential to the sequence planning for an automated cell is the electrical and 

pneumatic systems. The pneumatic system is shown in Figure 6.9. 
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C) 
0) 

/ 
' c / 

7 V~:;l.U',.4 GENE i"',)o T~O:....' t--:V~AK~.' ..:." --.j....-:.-1 
6 IR01 .\R Y C~O~+-____ _ -I--'--l 

PNEUMATIC CIRCUIT 

, ~ 

Figure 6.9: Pneumatic unit diagram. 

Notice that only one unit component of the assembly cell is shown here for 

simplicity. The overall system is a duplication of this unit. 

6.5.1 Assembly PLe sequence options 

The assembly sequence for a unit of the assembly cell along with the associated PLC 

ladder diagram is shown in Figure 6.10. 
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Case study: improving existing systems using modem methods 

--10001 00 I" 0-
I o· 0-

1001 31 .- 0---I 
1000 ell C· '~' --I -V-
1000 d~ ,'50 E 0---I 

~,u , 
1011 C1 c- 11D1 

--I 0-
~101 <I'J ~- <>-

1110 dO' a· <>- I 
--I 

1150 b l (3- 000, 

f-1 0-

~ 

PLC LADDER DIAGRAM 

IQ( ,rw.1ICI l CIJII.llO. 1""' 
_I .." 

Figure 6.10: PLC unit diagram. 

The associated flow chart for a unit station is shown as Figure 6.11. 
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study: 

Start: KUlI1t1Jlg table indexes 

YES 

YES 

Mechanism pushes the disc presenter out. 

YES 

Cylinder extends suction cup to pick up 

ilisc. 

Cylinders move and extend to 

the rotal.inv tahle. 

YES 

6.11: Unit station flowchart. 

I . 
.; 

existing """,rpm modem 

NO 

NO 

No action taken at this station. 

NO 

NOxl 

head on 
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Case improving existing '''''''''''TT'I modem 

development a for the """',PTn has to take into 

COIISl(lef<:ttlCm start-up, shutdown This is OJ",,",a ..... ,,,, 

<>1'<>1'1'",11 up, the rotating table is not full of compression 

to recognise this and a start-up phase until 

can discs. The reverse is applicable on shutdown. 

this is shown in 6.12. 

95 
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time as all nine staltIOIlS 
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Case study: 1't'Y11""'" 

Start: Check memory for last end sequence 

status. 

YES 

Step through cycle to fill up 

stations. 

Initiate station I only for ]'1 cycle. 

Initiate stations I and 2 only for 

2nd cycle. 

Initiate all stations for next cycle. 

YES 

NO 

NO 

6.12: Flowchart showing sequence initiation. 

systems using modem 

NO 

Power failure resumption. 

Initiate all stations for immediate 

cycle at caution 

this cycle. 

speed for 
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study: improving existing "U"1tPtn using ... v ........... methods 

6.6 ~ assembly cell 

While the final assembly has not completed put into A .... "" .. <>'t, yet, 

from the performance prototype 

mechanism, and the ..... "'''''.RU essential test the new system 

is how problems. a subjective 

question boils down to how easy the is to use. 

workload of the is a quantifiable measure 

of view, 

the 

subassembly process about half the total assembly time, it can the 

workload reduced by half. However quality work done the assembly 

can expected to since that left to operator 

are easily done manually. The flexibility of the overall system increased to 

the elimination of the thirty-part batch subassembly restriction. 

variations can now be assembled. 

number of 

6.6.1 

productivity of the cell can a number different 

criteria. The first is of course the time taken to assembly a component. prototype 

has demonstrated the to place in five using in the 

sequence than the sensors that will be used in the final assembly cell. This 

time can be further reduced. It can be conservatively that 

the ."Leu ........ ,'''' assembly tasks for assembly would take half the total time 

as "",,'rpm without the subassembly is about IUfP'nn, 

seconds of ........... ,"'. assembly time. Therefore a total """,,,,''''A'''L/'' time of twenty 

for the elimination 

the problem associated ~th placing two adhered discs instead one 

Improves overall quality, although improvement is difficult to 

establish detailed information is considered priority information at 

S.A. The flexibility of the is improved, the new system 

no minimum batch requirement. Most of the parts are standard only 
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. . 
Improvmg methods systems using 

the ,...,."',,,"" .. ,+"',. mechanism disc cartridge specific to +-1."' •• "" .... + diameters 

provision has been to use the """,r .. """ on any 

designed product (Following the integration of system, the 

engineers at S.A. have SU2:ges,ted using it a product 

production nl"r,('p,~C! 

6.6.2 

mtends to two assembly 

fJJ.v' ...... ,,, ... "'.u demands. budget breakdown 

developed 

systems is 

to meet its 

• components 

Pneumatic components 

control software and hardware 

Manufacture of SUt)Oort structure 

Assembly 

Total 

machine save Gabriel cost 

operator, 41.5 hours a week (1 hours per CUllUU"J 9.50 an hour 

This adds up to ", ... ",1"A1"'" the payback period on the u .... "'uJ.u"'" 

would be approximately 2.5 years. 

payback period 

justifiable. 

at 

number is below 

such the assembly 

98 

3-year maximum 

are economically 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 

The process is different today, as a result of the towards a fully 

production This shown this "'~~""UF.'" UL<"HU'~" 

the of a product, and the process of that product. 

7.1 Concurrent Engineering 

Chapter 4 advantages Engineering were highlighted. 

technologies industry today are aimed realising the of a fully 

industrial The of technology the has been on enabling the 

various disciplines within production to function efficiently. Concurrent 

focus to enable efficient interfacing between varlOUS 

disciplines. assembly is useful in this regard u'"''',a .... ''"' 

inter-disciplinary. That is to say that the assembly is a the 

occurred it such as the and manufacturing of the 

production process. Concurrent Engineering to draw of influence 

npT'."p,>n the production the assembly product shall 

,.."','\"." .. ,,"'. to be checkpoint a 

7.2 Product =;;;.a.;;.;;. 

influence of ... .,.,"'u,V'J theory on product design is changing the way products are 

developed. Design for .... "'''''"''HI.,I> been to account for a 

m compreSSlOn valve as an examole 

evaluation represents a measure the time (and thus the cost) 

committed to assembling a product verifies the assertion 

literature, in terms potential to be lo<."U'~"'U from DF A. 
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Conclusions and outlook 

Modular products are an industry phenomenon. are 

in product or brand characteristics throughout a product The 

factors establishing modularity is that it aids in of 

machining and assembly Flexible Systems cost ",i'i'",,,t-,,,,, 

low to .. "" .... .uu volume products, 

lU""."",UV need not be based on the volumes for a 

the whole range of products type. 

7.3 

the justification for 

product, but rather 

Given 

production 

are occurring in product design (and indeed the overall 

Vlf(JIlllrren.l) to enable the question "'v •.• "' .. ·.LH •. Hj=:, the ease 

of older vue.",." was thesis. 

full automation is extremely products, semi-automation of 

assembly process is a relatively easier nrrwP'o" The 

areas for possible automation was usmg 

and a new assembly system was developed for the product. The 

new can as follows: 

valve, 

QVCllllrages of the 

1. A reduction in assembly time about five seconds to about twenty five 

seconds. 

A 

3. The elimination 

oreSSlcm head 

in the riveting machine utilisation. 

need an additional assembly operator the 

4. reduction in the of the done the assembly operator, due to 

the elimination of handling difficulties. 

7.4 ;;;;;;...;;;.;;..;;;.;;;.;;.;;...;;;. outlook 

The success of the to the productivity compreSSIOn 

assembly "' .. r."a.~", at 'Gabriel proves that there is a means of modem 
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Conclusions and outlook 

assembly concepts to products. was developed a 

way, as to accommodate a transition to a more sophisticated assembly 

machine, should the production team at Gabriel to necessary. 

is need explore the link the assembly 

nrr.""",~" and developing a fully integrated production system. Computer Aided 

Assembly tools will contribute a deal to this process. The scarcity Computer 

Aided Assembly tools is reflected the inability of the author to obtain a full 

assembly computer tool the ofthis project (A demo for DFMA 

suite was obtained from internet). future, level access to these 

would extent to which a test can when it is 

considered these will integrated CAD, and process simulation 

fully production process is closer to a reality. It is the 

of the author that a well understood, and modelled assembly process would be 

a step to realisation of this 
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ApPENDIX A 

valving characteristics cylinder shock absorbers a 

'UUL"~"'l manual. 
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How a shock absorber works 

on a description of Gabriel shock absorbers fundamental workings in a 

internal guidebook 

operation of a hydraulic shock absorber is on two physical 

1. Fluid used a shock absorber) is practically incompressible. 

Forcing through a restriction requires and this energy is 

exponentially proportional to the rate at which the fluid is forced the 

restriction. 

or ext,enamg a shock forces the fluid through a """,.,,'''',...., of 

!Ji:l,:)::><l.lt,I;;::; (valving) shock absorber. The 

function of damping susperlSl()ll oscillations because fluid resists forced 

through the valving inside. As fluid the valving, the kinetic ... np'rlHI 

(motion) of the is converted into thermal (heat) in the This 

heat is then transferred through the body of the shock and dissipated into the 

atmosphere around the shock absorber. 

Since required to force the shock fluid through restriction is 

exponentially proportional to the rate at which it is through the restriction, the 

shock absorber is velocity As shock is stroked at higher speeds, is 

resistance to motion 

force produced by a absorber in rp<:!1nr.n to the velocity of motion is the 

most important characteristic of a Shock absorbers are 

their output (typically exr.ressed in pounds or Newtons) at a velocity 

(in inches/second or meters/second). Shock absorber valving can be tuned to provide 

different force vs. velocity characteristics to suit various application A typical 

force vs. velocity plot for a shock absorber is below. 
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Appendix A 

--...--------.--------,..-:.-_-----,..---------.".:, 
400 

1 300~-----------+--~----
9 STAGE TYPiCAL RESULT 

I 

200 

I, 

i-IJ'l 
I W 1 

a: 
-----~1--.......;..----+_------+------_f.~ 

1;' 

o 20 30 

VE d) ----

A: A typical force vs. velocity graph for a twin-tube shock absorber. 

To 

damping 

understand operation a shock basic stages 

reqUIre 

control is usually a very slot in 

through at components to 

toward control at these velocities. As the velocities Hl",l"",.",,,, 

available from the orifice bec:orrle too high the next 

the for an illustration of the "'H·" .... +" of 

msut 

little if any 

control to come 

orifice control. 
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Figure B: 

characteristics. 

To 

Appendix A 

20 

VEtO'Cnv (lru:hesISecondJ ----

illustrating the effects of orifice control on shock absorber damping 

high forces 5"'J"""U.~"',u by the orifice, a valve is 

inserted into the system. During low velocities is held in 

spring to 

a spring. 

the 

the 

When the valve 

valve spring is .,""~'"' .... 'u in the shock (valving) n .. r"~p,;"" 

figure an illustration the effects of the bypass valve. 
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IJv!L\.UA A 
/ 

~,.' .. ' " 
400 

. : 
_. 

300 

200 

, SPRING 

100 

. , 
0 10 20 :;0, "~,' 

Figure C: illustrating the effects of bypass on shock absorber characteristics. 

Shock control forces at 

velocities. meet this ...... ~UL\"LH, additional .. """' .... ".·,., to fluid is added to 

the design "upstream" of the spring. This additional restriction 

has effect at low while able to snub at higher 

an illustration of the effects restriction. 

v 
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Appendix 

RESTRIc::nON 

10 

(In'chef/Second) -----

D: Figure illustrating the effects of restriction on shock absorber damping characteristics. 

The orifice and restriction IJU"',,,,,,,,,, of the valving create levels mcrease 

eXI)Ontentlall~ with while blow off acts a more 

(nearly manner. combination of the above allows a 

of varying degrees at all velocities. This effect would not possible without 

the harmony all generate interacting. The combined effect is illustrated 

below. 

VI 
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Figure E: illustrating the combined effects of the various damping methods on the overall 

damping characteristics of a shock absorber. 

The replenishing regulate as the shock is extending. 

The usually does not involve as asm ...,v.", ....... "-'''"'F- of the 

shock therefore and spring is all that is 

shock is collapsing, is forced through the restriction 

orifice low can flow out through slots in 

velocities, fluid creates sufficient pressure the 

COlnpreSSlOln valves below it, to create a "' ... ".n;.' .... area for flow. 

Vll 

When 

and onto 

disc. At high 

and the 
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ApPENDIXB 

1. An v" ... ,u.u.J, ... ,,\.JU of the Boothroyd and Dewhurst 

2. An explanation of the Boothroyd and Dewhurst 

assembly. 

Vlll 

manual 

method for 
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Appendix B 

Design assembly: =:;;:;.:.;;;.;:;;:.;::;;:;.;:, assembly 

on the Design/or Assembly: Manual Assembly published 

1983 by Boothroyd and P. Dewhurst. 

The analysis is to obtain best information available on the product. 

Useful are exploded three-dimensional views, an 

existing or prototype. The second step is to take the assembly or 

... u.ou • ..., how it might be The assembly is assigned identification 

from it is assigned an 

number assembly contains they should treated 

as "parts" separately later, or The step is 

to highest identification number to work fixture, then 

add the one by one. As the product is reassembled, data on the 

handling, assembly and operation cost are entered on a This is taken 

the tables F and O. 
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parts severely nest or 
tangl .. Of are flexible 
but can be grasped and 
lilted one hand 

o 

MANUAL HANDLING - ESTIMA TED TIMES Is~condsl 

169 218 1 84 2 17 205 

206 2.55 :215 257 306 

2.36 2.85 257 2.9 338 

2.51 3 273 306 355 

parts need tweeze,s for g,asping and man'pulallon 

DD€m01XB 

245 296 

3 .! 38 

318 3.7 

334 4 

8 9 

7 7 

8 8 

Iwjlr. use 01 parts Can be handled by one person without mechanical aui"an.:e 
grasping tool, if 
"eceuaryj (2) 

t 
grasp and 

Figure F: Classification, coding and database for 

(in seconds). 

x 

features that affect manual time 
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Appendix B 

MANUAL INSERTION-ESTIMATED TIMES (seconds) 
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Figure G: Classification, coding and database for part features affecting insertion and fastening 

(in seconds). 
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Appendix B 

Also entered is an estimate of the potential 

another part. 

eliminating the or combining it 

When reassembly is complete, data from the worksheet are summed to give 

time as well as the theoretical minimum number 

of parts product. Finally, the manual-assembly design is 

from = where = """"''''p.,u efficiency; Nm = minimum number of 

= total assembly time. This equation compares the estimated time an 

assembly containing the theoretical minimum number 

assembled the "ideal" of three seconds. This 

each of which can be 

time is based on 

assumption that each part is to handle and and that about one third of 

are secured immediately on insertion with well-designed snap-fit rasteners 

Unfortunately, th~re is no broadly applicable guideline satisfactory design 

The assumption all parts in assembly are to handle insert 

is impossible to meet At one extreme, complex 

products that require wmng gasketing to have low 

""L.l"' .... 'U"'.I"''', even when well designed. Many companies making such products have 

efficiencies around twenty to thirty percent are acceptable. 

At products such as pneumatic 

parts can have design efficiencies as high as oer'centt. Ultimately, 

with a similar products is the way to decide on an acceptable efficiency. 

The most critical the design analysis is reassembly, where data are 

for possible redesign. For purpose of reassembly and data generation, 
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never assume that one part is grasped each and joined, then placed the 

assembly. One row on the worksheet must completed for each part as it is added 

turn to the 

Reassembly starts with the having the lUr;U,,"," number, 10 for the .. ai"" .... ''' .. of the 

current compression head valve assembly. identification number is entered 

Column 1 of the worksheet. The operation is carried out once so "1" is entered in 

Column 2. A two handling code is found on a chart (shown which also 

shows an time manual Since 

handled in one hand, has a combined a and ~ symmetry of 360°, and a thickness 

and of than 2mm and between 6mm 15mm respectively, the relevant 

handling code is "1 P', The code is in Column 3 ofthe worksheet the 

corresponding handling (in this case 1 in Column 4. The assembly code and 

insertion time are found from a second chart (shown below). Since 

to align no obstructions or resistance to insertion the relevant 

retainer is easy 

code is 

"00". The assembly code is in Column 5 and the insertion time (1 In 

Column The total operation time is calculated by adding 

4 and 6 and multiplying the number 

is entered 

times 

Column 

The total operating cost 

Column 7 by a factor 

cents is obtained multiplying the operation time in 

this case l.The factor l"Pt'1.l"PC,pn1r<:! the cost of assembly 

second. Therefore a estimate can substituted if this information is known by 

company) and entered 8. For retainer this is 3.3. Probably 

the most critical entry on worksheet is the theoretical minimum number of parts, 

entered Column 9. This is on the three elimination 

in If the answer to any questions is component 

cannot a "1'~ is Column If the answer all of them is no, 

then component is a candidate elimination and a "0" is placed Column 

the compression head valve, the retainer not move relative to any part, and need 
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not be made out of a 

for the retainer. 

the three criteria. 

heretore a "0" can be placed in Column 9 

can also a candidate for elimination following 

all the parts in the assembly. The 

manual assembly time is over complete worksheet shows 

seconds, while ideally it ",uU".uu closer to fifteen (5 parts x 3 seconds). Following 

"''''''''n'' efficiency is 19.3%. The complete worksheet is the formula above, 

shown as 

7 8 9 

>! >! -.. 
C! N 

'-" ..... 
til 

-0 
t:: 
0 
0 
a.;I 
VJ 

ai 
.5 ..... 

9 83 1.5 7.1 7.1 

8 09 6.5 9.48 9.4 

7 09 6.5 9.48 9.48 0 

6 5.5 7.0 7.0 

5 4.48 Orifice disc 

4 1.5 26:88 Compression disc 

3 1.5 3.0 0 Rivet 

2 

= 19.3% 

Figure H: DFA evaluation for manual assembly on 
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Assembly: robot =;;.;;;;.;;.;;;;;..;;;;..;; ..... 

on the article Design/or Assemhly: Rohots published in 1l/l£jrt'YlIYTV 

and P. Dewhurst. 

robotic can in much the same as 

those for manual assembly. """'''''''U''''''''''', and part or 

in the product 'is analysed to cost and time to 

it to the assembly. In addition the is "'''"' ..... UIU ... ''' to see whether it can 

or vV'.uv ... ,",,-, with some other component. guide redesign, UA,",AV'-AUA 

effort is most likely to cut production costs. 

assembly and can vary on ....... ,''''' ... ,,'''''''' is different from that 

.... 'un"'''' ... of robots in the "''''''''I.<.U'Ul An example of a database for robot 

IS Figure L 
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Appendix B 

No \((e .... ·Hl>:: OPt.!fJ"1 ___ P:I~d~,t:"'~::::':::~~:':::=::' __ J two Of plastu t--
d~~fO(rn.atlon 

'mnH!dlin(~lv <'1t!e( 
It'!\prHOn hoap or 

fl'P'S !tiS, (,Ie) 

Scro"lli\'lfH! 

1{"f'lM(ldlt'HN" 

.. 'tfll>( 

IflscnlOn 

0 

0 

0 0 

2.1 

3,8 3,2 

NOI ea\v to a Iogn 
or PO\tt If"m 1 rl4) 

'PdlUr~ .. pto\rlded 
rot th!> purpo1.pJ 

3.2 4.8 

4, 7,2 

Aivt·ttiOJ;:l (Jt !<4rtllid;r 
UidHft. derOfflldthJt) 

1 

1 ,8 

NOI f>asv trl align 
ur pOSitiOn {no 

'paturtS pro\ .ded 
tor thp DUlpu!<el 

1,5 2.3 

2.8 42 

Pari '('Quores change 
10 specIal 9"npar 

1.8 

1.3 2 

1.6 

$oeCl3 
Norl:hiJad 
operation 

--~~~.~~~~~ SCrl'1\.v lasHH"Ilng Of 

nul running RobOi 
ilOSlhons 

Seu, 
oan 

Net easy 
ahgnm9 ;Q tlhgn 

5 5 8 

1,0 0.6' 100.65 1.0 0,7 10 08 1.0 i 15 

0 0 0 ° 1.5 07 1.5 0,7 L5 0.7 1.5 07 4,0 0.7 

1.S 0.6 1.5 1 5 0,6 1.5065 1 5 0.7 1.5 0,8 1,5 1 15 

0 0 0 07 j 5 07 15 07 1 5 07 40 07 

1.5 1.1 1.5 l.1 15 1.6 

a 0 0 0 1 5 07 1 5 0.7 40 0,7 

e 1989 Boothroyd Ocwl1ursllnc, 

Fig. :1.(, Dc,;gn [or a~~cmhly JaW ><lInple~: (n) relative workhead co~t for automatic im,crlion: (h) time and co~1 (in ~ccnnds: 
t:ents) for a ~inglc-'I:llion. (wo-arm milo! ~y5lCll1 (rnblt l'll/rics: lOp 11ft .. rclluive rohot COSt: lOp righl- reiali"t: <'ffccti"" hask 
operalion lime: hol/o//l h:fl- relaliv,; additional gripper or 1001 cosl; bO/f(>111 righl" relative lime penally for gripper 01' 1001 

change) (courtesy of Boothroyd Dewhllrst Inc,). 

I: Database showing the relative workhead cost for automatic insertion and 

(b) time and cost (in seconds) for a single-station, two-arm robot (Table entries: left -

relative robot cost; top - relative effective basic operation bottom left - relative 

additional gripper or tool cost; bottom right relative time penalty for or tool change). 
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.... "".,'.5" decisions on the cost system shows the 

system can be YIJ\.l<U\.,U so that changes in the cost, '-'u .... ·"" ..... or 

can be factored into 

robot used as the two arms, 

Ireleac,m. These are X, Y, and wrist rotation about 

which is at right angles to the Wrist rotation is essential to v .. , .... ,,"" 

robot to orient rotational axes of insertion. The relative cost of 

robot arms needed to """"""lll.U''''' product is then by the 

of the insertions. It is !:lTT''''f'T,>'' mainly by the degrees of needed to 

out the 

the analysis, a is assigned to each set)arlate 

operation. The extra cost or tools, IS 

value of Ar • Time "''''L.UH''''''''' under the assumption that 

has enough compliance to J.U ... ·HH .... ,., part insertions. The "'V',uplLUln",- be built into 

or the work the robot wrist, the work or both. Also, either the robot 

fixture is assumed to 

insertion. With 

problems 

not be 

sensors that detect the presence of 

""",~,aUU"JL"""', stoppages caused by faulty do not present the 

with dedicated automatic ... "'''" .. 'u .... u and 

The present generation arms typically 

and insert a part. 

secomlS to move, grasp, 

orient, return to 

part while the other 

insertions is thus 1 

the analysis assumes 

problems is To 

arm inserts a 

and moves the next minimum time between part 

To allow for delays caused by mtiera,ctHms between the arms, 

system time, for "'",,,"'UIU .. 1 

out a gripper change, insert a 

grIpper, one arm tJ'-'-",J spends 9s instead of 

a part with no assembly 

and return to the original 

worst case, the other arm 
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will only insert one part during this 

of the usual 4s. In the best 

course gripper change. 

= 4 is used in the 

....... "."' .... If one robot arm must 

system time for one 

''''''I' .... m time for that part is 

IS 

two parts have 

the other arm inserts two 

these extremes, an 

a total of 6s per part 

.r>.j.'IJ ..... UUJlh B 

held down while the next part is 

a while the other a part, 

In fJP1'1'P1'"<l then if both arms are required, the 

are numbered in the reverse so entry on the worksheet starts with the 

1, enter the identification of the part. In 

valve, the base cOlnpom~m this 

enter the insertion 

operation is repeated Next two-digit 

code from the shown below, and enter Column 3. 

the base component is ~ ...... "' .. .,~. straight from the the 

code is "00". 

system time 

"'ll<;Ulj:;;.'w, T p' These 

the relative robot additional relative 

T g, and the time a tool or gripper 

into Columns 4 through 7 respectively. For the 

component, , "0", "2" and "0" 

total system by multiplying 

the added value from '-"V,'''''U,UL 6 and Column 7. Enter 

adds up to "2" for the component). If the part must 

Column 9; if not, enter "0". 

is entered in Column 9. 

base component cannot 

"'1'1"'"'''''''' is repeated for all 

XV1l1 

Next determine 

........ CLUJ''''. in Columns 2 by 

Column 8 (this 

sep,arate enter "1" in 

"" .... Hu.a." .... therefore 

parts. 
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When the nine completed for every part in the product, total 

assembly cost and .... ....,"lIi'.U ....,LLl"'l'~U .. can calculated. Add the numbers 8 

to find estimated 

of additional arn"lnp',,;;: 

relative robot cost, 

minimum number 

assembly from :::: 

numbers in Column 5 to cost 

Take the largest ....... ,UV·"L 4 as the 

of parts in 

numbers are used to find cost 

+ (CaAg + Df )}05 1Tb 

Where Ca Cost of standard assembly robot with two arms, each 

freedom. 

non-dedicated equipment of unit 

magazines and work with assembly 

Because this is a the values of and can seen in relative 

terms as 

is related to 

values used 

in the system. 

the ''' .... '''''IF'' .. '''· .... clomlDn~sslon head valve Armax = 1, Ag :::: 

and 0.003 respectively. Df 

used. For 

= This gives a 

total cost per a",,,,....,lUUl Ct :::: 10.75c. 

The 

can 

tooL 

a 

IS 

number of parts is the sum of 

The "ideal" design has this number 

Column 9. 

of these parts 

the basic system time of 2s and none a special gripper or 

ideal design is therefore :::: (2CaCr NM + Df )05 ITb • Here for 

to indicate the potential a system ideally. 

works out to a .... ....,"LIi'.U '-'lLl"'''~U''' 39.5%. The completed 

as 1. 
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Appendix B 

2 

"t:I 
(\) 

§ 
,£ .... 

(\) 

0-
C 
0 
.~ 
.... 
(\) 
c. 
0 

Cl ...... 
1::: 
CI:l 

0.. 

6 

5 2 20 1 0.05 2 4 

4 00 1 0 o 
3 00 1 0 2 o 
2 00 1 0 2 o 

1 0.05 

Ag 

J: DFA evaluation for robot assembly on L',unr .. ·",.,.,inn 
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Appendix C 

ApPENDIXC 

These 

for 

for the new head valve celL 

were done in LV......,",-'-J 2000, and have fitted to A4 size 

A disc containing '"'VI-"v" of the AutoCAD is included. 
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Disc cartridge 
(in green) 

Support for disc pick-up 
and place cylinders (in blue) 

, 

~~~~~:;---,----~ 
• I j---- \ 9 Rotating table support 

(in purple) 

/ \ ' - ' ~ ~ I ~" - \ ). I 
• 0 II ':...._/1 I 

. - I 

DIsc presenter ----J I mechanism ~ ____ L ___ S'::-'::-'::-'::-~ ~.,!!'li 

Rotating table on which 
the compression head 
valves are placed 

Compression head valve 
load/off-load area 

ASSEMBL Y CELL LA YOUT 

Ball-screw motor controls 
the motion of the disc 
presenter mechanism 
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